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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COREPER</td>
<td>Committee of the Permanent Representatives (of the Member States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEA</td>
<td>European Economic Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHR</td>
<td>European Convention on Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECR</td>
<td>European Court Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECSC</td>
<td>European Coal and Steel Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEC</td>
<td>European Economic Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMU</td>
<td>Economic and Monetary Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERTA</td>
<td>Agreement regulating the work of crews engaged in international road transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euratom</td>
<td>European Atomic Energy Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euratom Treaty</td>
<td>Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>The Food and Agriculture Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATT</td>
<td>General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>International Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEEC</td>
<td>Organisation for European Economic Co-operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEU</td>
<td>Treaty on European Union (Maastricht Treaty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN charter</td>
<td>Charter of the United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Trade and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

1.1 Presentation of the subject

When the European Community was created, it was already quite clear that the organisation would be based on a co-operation that is quite different from other organisations. The aims behind the creation were to establish a common market for economic activity.\(^1\) The Member States of the European Community had to permanently give up certain of their sovereignty to the Community. This is what distinguishes the Community from other international organisations. It is an intergovernmental organisation with extensive objectives where the work of the organisation is not based on an inter-governmental co-operation between the Member States, but on the Community itself, entrusted with a wide range of competencies.

By the achievement of a common market, it was clear that the European Community and its Member States had to represent one unit from an external point of view, which demands a consequently common policy within the definitions of that market. To attain a harmonised internal policy, the external policy had to be the same.\(^2\)

The co-operation, implying the establishment of a common customs tariff, does, for reasons that are obvious, not stop at the borders, but has a great impact on the relations to the rest of the world, other states as organisations. For attaining the objectives set out in the Treaty of Rome (henceforth called the Treaty), the Community was given an international legal personality, signifying that it had the competence to act internationally and to enter into international commitments. The original Treaty of Rome explicitly recognised the Community’s competence to enter into international commitments, which were covered by the common commercial policy and the so-called association agreements.\(^3\) The common commercial policy comprises, to a large extent, of internal provisions concerning the achievement of an inner market.\(^4\)

Outside these express external competencies, the European Court of Justice (henceforth called the Court) has recognised the Community’s competence to enter into international commitments even where the Treaty provisions do not give any express competence to do so. The Court has recognised that such external competence can arise where provisions of the Treaty, or internal measures adopted by virtue of the Treaty, give the Community an internal competence to act. This is what is called the theory of implied powers, or the parallel doctrine.

---

1. See the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (the EEC Treaty), part one, above all article 3 (now, after amendment, article 3 EC).
2. Something that was discovered by the European Court of justice, see below.
3. See article 3 (B) the EEC Treaty
4. See chapter 5, below.
To examine the external competencies of the Community, it is not sufficient to study the express provisions of the EC Treaty, but also to see on what internal provisions an external competence can be founded. By understanding how and in what way such internal provisions can serve to recognise the external competencies of the Community, a careful examination of the case law of the European Court of Justice is required.

The Court has defined the extent to which the Community is competent to act in accordance with the theory of implied powers. Throughout the years, a case law has developed, recognising the Community’s right to act internationally where it has the internal competence, but also limiting the way in which the Community is recognised the right to act alone.

The regime that governs the external relations of the Community is quite complicated and unclear. When examining the implied external competencies of the Community it is not sufficient to see where and under what circumstances the Community enjoys competence, but also in what way that competence is used when the Community regulates internally. When the Court first recognised the theory of implied powers, it stated that, when found to exist, those powers of the Community were exclusive in relation to the Member States. This statement was, however, soon to be modified by later case law. The Community and the Member States have a broad field where they are recognised to share external competence. When both the Community and the Member States share competence, the doctrine describes it as an agreement in which they enjoy a mixed competence. Thus, the resulting agreements are called “mixed agreements”.

The sovereignty that the states give up when entering the Community also includes their possibility to enter into international agreements with other states or international organisations. To understand and examine the external relations of the Community, it is necessary to see in which way the Member States have given up their power to engage themselves with other states and to what extent that resignation has been done. Within certain areas, as we will see, the Member States have completely given up their sovereignty to enter into international agreements, and the Community has the exclusive competence to do so. However, areas in which the Member States remain competent, also cover most international agreements today according to which the Community enjoys a certain competence.

1.2 Definitions

This essay will present the competencies for the European Community to act internationally. The European co-operation today is called the European Union, however this essay will only treat the European Community. For understanding the differences, a general explanation is required concerning the legal definitions within the framework of the European Union and the European Communities.

In a purely legal aspect, there are three different communities: the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the European Community (EC) and the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom).
Six Member States signed the ECSC treaty in April 1951: France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. The duration of the Treaty was set out to be fifty years. The ECSC was given an international legal personality.\(^5\)

The EEC Treaty, which was the origin of the EC, and the Euratom Treaty, were signed in March 1957. The contracting parties were the parties of the ECSC. The duration of the treaties was set out to be unlimited. Both communities were given a legal personality.\(^6\) While the Euratom Treaty mainly was to create conditions for nuclear industries,\(^7\) the EEC treaty had a much wider prospect namely, by virtue of the treaty of Rome, to establish a common market for economic activity.\(^8\)

The European Union was created through the Treaty on the European Union signed in Maastricht in 1992. The nature of the European Union is quite unclear, and it seems that it is more a political concept, than a legal one.\(^9\) The aim behind the union is rather to achieve a closer co-operation between the Member States than to create another international legal body.

Article A of the Treaty on the European Union (henceforth called the TEU) (now, after amendment, article 1 EU), describes the union as a phase in the process of creating an even closer co-operation between the Member States. It does not seem as if there are any legal objectives behind it, but more an association within the framework of which the Member States have agreed to carry out certain objectives in common. Not possessing an international legal personality, the union is not capable of entering into international commitments, which the three communities are. The only possibility for the union to act internationally is to do so as a concerted body of its Member States or through the communities depending on what objectives the international act covers.

Article M of the TEU (now Article 47 EU) states that "…nothing in this Treaty shall affect the Treaties establishing the European Communities or the subsequent Treaties and Acts modifying or supplementing them."

The communities hence remain unaffected by the establishment of a union and so are the assignments that have been conferred upon each institution by virtue of the three Community treaties. As a consequence of that, it is still appropriate to use the terminology “competencies of the communities” even though the co-operation between the Member States now is called the European Union.

This essay will in large parts examine when and under what circumstances the European Community (that is, what originally was the European Economic Community) enjoys competence to adopt international acts and to undertake international commitments.

---

\(^5\) Article 6 of the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community states that: "The Community shall have legal personality".

\(^6\) Article 184 of the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community such as article 210 of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (now article 281 EC) states that: “The Community shall have a legal personality”.

\(^7\) Article 1 of the Euratom Treaty.

\(^8\) See article 2 of the EEC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 2 EC)

\(^9\) Macleod, etc. p 25
In this essay, when only using the term “the Community”, that might cause confusion as to which of the three communities is intended. This essay concerns the European Community, and thus, if nothing else is expressly declared, it is the European Community that is intended.

When referring to “the Treaty”, reference is made to the Treaty of Rome, being the original Treaty establishing the European Community, hereafter called the Community.

As will be seen below, there is a mixed use of the terms “capacity” and “authority” for the Community to enter certain agreements. Capacity might be used as a general ability. The term “authority” however, might imply the requirement of a specific legal basis for the authorisation. In literature, both terms are being used. However, the word authority has been criticised by some authors as not being appropriate and hence, the term capacity will be used.

The notion “competence” should properly be defined according to Community law. Article 173 distinguishes that notion from the infringement of procedural requirements, from the infringement of the Treaty, and from the misuse of powers.

When referring to “third states”, that implies all states that are not members of the European Union.

1.3 Delimitation

1.3.1 The European Community in relation to the European Union

The European Community forms a part of the European Union. The external relations of the European Union consist, except from undertakings made by virtue of the provisions set out in the three Community treaties, also of the common foreign and security policy. The European Union is often described as being composed of three pillars, of which the three Communities form one pillar. An important distinction between the pillar consisting of the Communities, and the other two, is that decision making in the latter two pillars is taken intergovernmentally, while actions within the Communities are taken by the Communities themselves, through their institutions. The common foreign and security policy forms a part of the second pillar, where decisions take place intergovernmentally, and is thus as such not a part of the Community law. To be able to act in international law, a subject must possess an international legal personality. The Union does not possess such a legal personality and therefore, such activity needs to take place intergovernmentally. This activity, taking place outside the

10 See further, Dashwood, Alan p. 117
11 Bleckman, p. 3
12 See above.
13 Van Dijck and Faber, p 21
14 See chapter 2.3 below
Community does therefore not affect the external relations of the Community.

The European Community has developed into a recognised international actor, whereas in issues of the foreign and security policy, the Union has had difficulties in stating its objectives.\(^\text{15}\) That is why, the external relations of the European Community present a more interesting subject.

This essay will only treat the external competencies of the European Community and will hence exclude the external relations entered into by virtue of the framework of the union.

1.3.2 Expressed and implied external competencies of the European Community

What is the meaning when we talk about the “external relations of the European Community”? Certain Treaty provisions confer the right to the Community to act on behalf of its Member States. This is what is called the Community’s external express competencies. However these are not the only external competencies that have been relied upon the Community. A further category of competence has been recognised through the case law of the Court; this competence does not find an express support in the Treaty.

That is the theory of the so-called “implied powers”, giving the Community the right to act externally within areas where it enjoys an internal competence.\(^\text{16}\)

The concept of the Community’s external competence is large, and could make a subject for a significant, and most likely interesting, dissertation. However, to somehow limit this essay, there will mainly be an examination of the areas in which and the conditions under which, the European Community is competent to conclude international agreements even where the Treaty does not expressly authorise it to do so. How was it made possible that powers, originally under a state’s exclusive competence, have been taken over by the Community through the practise of the European Court of Justice? How can this development be agreed with the principle of subsidiarity, set out in article 3b of the EC Treaty (now Article 5 EC)? It what way has the theory of implied powers had an impact on the sovereignty of the Member States of the Community? In what way are they allowed to act internationally after the Court’s case law?

To understand the development of the theory of implied powers, its practice and consequences, it is impossible to leave out other areas of the Community law, such as the Community’s express external competencies and the important case law concerning those competencies. It is also interesting to examine that part of the Community’s external relations, since those external provisions also have been changed after the Court of justice’s judgements.

---

\(^{15}\) Van Dijck and Faber, p 21.

\(^{16}\) This definition is a pure simplification of the theory of implied powers the situation is more delicate than this, as will be seen below. However this definition serves only as a brief explanation of the word.
The express external competencies will be examined, not as a phenomenon in itself, but as a complement to show how arrangements are solved when an international agreement covers both issues on which the Community enjoys an external express competence and issues on which the Member States enjoys an exclusive competence. This has become known as “mixed agreements”.

The development of the Community’s external competencies has been large, due to the case law of the European Court of Justice. The exclusive external competencies of the Community are now rather an exception than a rule, and therefore it is interesting to examine some parts of the express external competencies. Again, not as a phenomenon in itself, but to show what great impact the case law of the European Court of Justice has had on the development of the external relations of the Community.

To some extent, this essay will leave out the internal procedure within the Community for adopting international acts, except from chapter four, describing the competencies between the different institutions when acting internationally. That is a more general and wide description, which neither describes the provisions completely, nor shows what problems might arise between the institutions when the division of powers is unclear. Chapter four is therefore not intended to show a full spectrum the different powers of each institution, but to serve as sufficient information to understand the main issues under discussion.
2 Legal personality of states and international organisations in international law

2.1 Introduction

The Community is an international organisation with specific objectives, competencies and characteristics, different from most other international organisations. It is in one way an international organisation, but enjoys competencies normally attributable to sovereign states, since the Member States have given up large parts of their sovereignty to the Community.

To understand the complexity of the legal nature of the Community, it is appropriate to examine the definitions in international law on international organisations versus the international law concerning states.

What is the status of the European Community in international law? Having expansive competencies clearly distinguishes it from other international organisations. However, the European Community can not, even with quite wide definitions, be considered to enjoy the same legal status as a state. Within some areas, the Community does enjoy the same competencies as states do. However, that is only within certain areas, and is not in any way comparable with the capacity that states have.

The Member States of the Community remain sovereign states and although they have given up parts of their sovereignty permanently to the Community, that has only been made within certain areas.

There are visions to create a European federal state from what today is the European Union, that vision is still quite controversial. To reach the definitions of a European federal state from what today is a union would demand a drastic development and considerable amendments to the treaties, which today constitute the constitution of the European Union. However, it is not enough to consider what the Community is not, however, but to see where in the international legal spectrum the Community can be placed.

When doing so, general explanations of the connotations in international law is required, such as definitions of states; including federal states, and then to draw a conclusion as to the status which can be given the Community, something that will be discussed in the chapter below.

2.2 International law and municipal law

International law, if compared to municipal law, is based on different principles and has other characteristics than the municipal legal system.

The definition municipal law involves the internal law of a state.\textsuperscript{17} The municipal law is addressed to a number of governmental bodies and private

\textsuperscript{17} Malanczuk, p. 63.
individuals and has got what can be recognised as a vertical system, with legislative powers and legal authority.

The international law comprises of relations between sovereign and equal states and is characteristic of having a horizontal system without a legal supremacy, based on legal personalities with equal status.\textsuperscript{18}

Whether they work separately or not is a debated question and there are mainly two different theories. On the one hand, the dualist theory which considers that the two systems work separately and independently from each other, on the other hand, the monist theory, considering both forms of law to constitute two parts of the same system of law. As a consequence of the monist theory, international acts can immediately after adoption create rights, upon which individuals and companies can act. Where the dualist theory is applied, internal legislative measures must first be adopted before an international act can create rights for individuals and companies.

2.3 Legal personality in international law

To be able to act in law, either municipal or international, a subject needs to possess a legal personality. Having a legal personality signifies that the subject is able to enter into legal relations and have legal rights and duties. In municipal law, individuals and companies enjoy legal personality. In international law there has, during the past 100 years, been a development as to which subjects are recognised to have legal personalities.

From 1648 until 1918, what was called the period of the “classical” system of international law, the only subjects in the international law were States.\textsuperscript{19} Today the states are still the dominant actors within the international law. However, other subjects, such as international organisations have been recognised as having a legal personality to a certain extent.

2.3.1 States

In the 1933 Montevideo Convention on International Law and Duties of States, article 1 sets up certain criteria for a state:

“The State as a person of international law should possess the following qualifications:
A) A permanent population;
B) A defined territory;
C) Government \textsuperscript{20}; and
D) Capacity to enter into relations with other States.”

The first three of these conditions represents international customary law.\textsuperscript{21}

2.3.1.1 Federal States

The basic definition of a federal state is that competence over internal affairs is under the authority of each member state, while foreign affairs are

\textsuperscript{18} Malanczuk, p. 3.
\textsuperscript{19} Supra, p. 10.
\textsuperscript{20} A government that exercises effective control over a territory and over a population. This implies effective control both externally and internally.
\textsuperscript{21} Malanczuk, p. 75.
under the federal authorities’ competence. International law does not consider the member states of a federal state as states in the international legal sense, although having authority over internal affairs. Only the federal state is regarded as a state, since for fulfilling the criterion of a state, the government of a state should control a territory both externally and internally.

2.3.2 International Organisations

The first form of international organisations emerged in the nineteenth century, as international trade developed. A general requirement arose for international regulations and administrative unions. After the First World War the League of Nations was created. This was the first international organisation with a universal political aim.

The United Nations (UN), created after the Second World War, was the first universal organisation. The aim behind the UN was to create a design to introduce law and order and effective collective security in the international legal order. The organisation should act as a guarantor for peace and international security and as a sort of “supra national organisation” to the extent that was possible in international law. The importance of the UN is not only the creation of a universal organisation, but also of the installation of the International Court of Justice, the ICJ, which is close to a “supranational” court, still respecting the sovereignty and equality of all states. In its case law, the ICJ has confirmed and examined a large area of the international customary law.

2.3.2.1 The reparation for injuries case

The leading authority on the international legal status of international organisations is the advisory opinion of the ICJ in the “reparation for injuries case.”

The case was referred to the ICJ by the General Assembly after Count Bernadotte, mediator for the United Nations, was killed in the performance of his duties. The Assembly asked whether the United Nations as an organisation would have the capacity to bring a claim under international law against the responsible government.

For making a claim under international law, a subject must possess an international legal personality. Such a capacity certainly belongs to a state, but the ICJ had to consider whether or not the United Nation as an organisation also could be regarded to possess a legal personality. In its judgement, the ICJ made reference to the UN Charter, according to which the United Nations has been conferred rights and obligations different from those of its members. The political assignments of the organisation, to maintain international peace and security, are of a considerable importance. The United Nations has the capacity to operate on an international plane.

22 Malanczuk, p. 81.
23 Supra, p. 22.
24 See the UN charter the preamble and article 1 i.e.
which, in combination with the rights and obligations that it possesses, results that it does have a large measure of international legal personality.

As a consequence of this, the UN can bring an international claim against a State. The ICJ emphasises, however, that although the UN possesses an international personality, it is certainly not a super-State.

Moreover, the ICJ was asked to answer to the question whether the organisation had the capacity to obtain reparation in respect of the damages caused to both the United Nations and the victim.

The UN has powers, which are essential to the performance of its functions, such as to send agents with important missions to be performed in disturbed parts of the world. By this the right follows that these agents must be ensured an effective protection. Hence the UN has the capacity to exercise functional protection in respect of those agents and thus the right to obtain reparations after being damaged under international law.

2.3.2.2 Consequences of the judgement

After the Reparations for injuries case, it is settled law that international organisations can have a legal personality. By stating that the UN was in no way a “super-State” the ICJ emphasised that organisations, when possessing a legal personality, do not enjoy it in the same way, and to the same extent, as states do. A state possesses a complete international legal personality, meaning a complete set of rights and duties, while the personality of an organisation to a large extent depends on its purposes and functions.

Organisations possess competence to act internationally only with respect to certain rights and obligations given to it, powers necessary for the most efficient performance of its functions. Those powers can be either specific, expressly mentioned in their constitutionally treaty, or implicit, necessary to carry out the express assignments given in their treaty. When determining to what extent the legal personality of an organisation is limited it is therefore suitable to examine the organisation’s treaty.

2.3.3 Supranational organisations

Most international organisations are governed by their member states through an inter-governmental co-operation in which those members retain the decision making and financing. There are, however, organisations that work more independently, which are known as “supranational organisations”. The difference between those organisations and the more traditional international organisations is the clear transfer of sovereignty from the Member States to the organisation in the former.\(^\text{26}\)

To what extent that transfer of sovereignty must be made for an organisation to be considered as a supranational organisation is not obvious. Even in more traditional international organisations, the organisation is entitled to carry out certain assignments, which originally derive from the member states’ sovereignty.

\(^{26}\) Malanczuk, Peter p. 95.
However, there is a clear difference in transfer of sovereignty between international organisations and supranational organisations. That transfer is much more extensive in the latter.

Moreover, there are also certain distinguishing elements for the supranational organisations:\textsuperscript{27}

1. The organs of the organisation are composed of persons who are not government representatives;
2. The organs can take decisions by majority vote;
3. They have the authority to adopt binding acts;
4. Some of which have direct legal effect on individuals and companies;
5. The constituent treaty of the organisation and the measures adopted by its organs form a new legal order; and
6. Compliance of member states with their obligations and the validity of acts adopted by the organs of the organisation are subject to judicial review by an independent court of justice.

The only existing supranational organisation that meets all of the above mentioned criteria is the European Community. The Rome Treaty and the secondary legislation of the Community form an independent legal order, which can not be grouped with general international law.\textsuperscript{28} The European Community is often described as an entity \textit{sui generis} in international law.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{27} Malanczuk, Peter p. 95-96
\textsuperscript{28} On the status of Community law in the Member States, see case 6/64, Flaminio Costa v E.N.E.L., below.}
3 The Community as an actor in international law

3.1 Introduction

The objectives behind the European Community were from the beginning to create a long-term co-operation between the Member States. The aims behind the creation were to be achieved through economic measures. The Schuman declaration spoke about “common foundations of economic development as a first step towards a European Federation”. The aspiration of creating a federal state from what is today the European Union still remains, amongst certain member states, as the discussions on an enlargement and further steps towards federalising take place.

The Community enjoys an international legal personality, both according to an analogue reasoning of the reparation for injuries case and according to the EC treaty, article 210 (now article 281 EC). According to explicit Treaty provisions, the Community can be a member of international organisations. Article 228 the EC treaty (now, after amendment, article 300 EC) expressly confers the right to the Community to enter into agreements “between the Community and one or more States or international organisations”.

The Community does not enjoy the right of legation, the right to send and receive diplomats. When the Community practises diplomatic relations, as other rights, it is bound by the treaty provisions and the objectives set out in the treaties. There are no treaty provisions providing for a power to send diplomatic representatives on behalf of the Communities. Representatives from the Community in third countries are not representing the Community as such, but the Commission, and are bound to the Commission.

As any international actor, the Community is, when negotiating and adopting acts on an international level, bound by international customary law and must therefore exercise their powers in accordance with those customary rules. In event of a non-performance of an obligation arising from international customary law, it could incur liability at international level.

As a consequence of its unclear international legal status, the attitude of some third countries and international organisations have shown a lack of certitude of the extent to which the Community and Member States are

29 See the EEC Treaty.
30 Macleod, etc. p. 7
32 Macleod etc. p. 209
33 Case 286/90. Anklagemyndigheden v Peter Michael Poulsen and Diva Navigation Corp.
34 Case 327/91 France v. Commission. Para. 9. This case concerned the international law of the sea.
competent actors. To what extent these third countries and international organisations accept the Community as a party of agreements is quite varied.

3.2 Case 6/64 Costa v. ENEL\textsuperscript{35}

According to the EC Treaty article 164 (now article 220 EC), the European Court of Justice (henceforth called the Court) shall ensure the interpretation and application of the Treaty. It is therefore important to take the case law of the European Court of Justice into consideration when examining Community law, since that case law explains how the Treaty provisions should be interpreted.

The case Costa v ENEL has clarified many principles concerning the legal status of the Community, that is why this judgement will be described in a special chapter.

The case was brought to the Court, on demand of the Italian national court. A request on the interpretation of the Treaty as to its compatibility with Italian law was made. Moreover, an explanation for the interpretation of certain Treaty articles, and to whether or not they had a direct effect, was requested.

The Court recalled the special character of Community law. As distinct from ordinary international treaties creating international organisations, the EC treaty creates its own legal system, which, in each Member State forms an integral part of the legal systems of those states and which their courts are bound to apply. The Member States have also bound themselves not to allow their legal system to be inconsistent with the legal system of the Community.\textsuperscript{36}

When creating such a Community with an unlimited duration, the Member States have limited their sovereign rights. The Community as such has its own institutions, its own legal personality, its own legal capacity of representation on the international plane, and real powers which are stemming from a limitation of sovereignty or a transfer of powers from the States to the Community. The limitation of the Member State’s sovereignty might be within limited fields, nevertheless it has thus created a body of law which binds both the Member States and their nationals.\textsuperscript{37}

The legal system of the Community is capable of producing a direct effect on the relations between Member States and individuals. There is a great importance of a uniform interpretation and application of the Community law. For the maintenance of the EC, the force of Community law cannot vary from one State to another.\textsuperscript{38}

If the Member States could renounce their obligations rising from the Treaty by means of ordinary law, Treaty provisions granting the States to act unilaterally or granting them the right to derogate from treaty provisions, would completely lose their purpose. The Community law is an independent

\textsuperscript{35} Case 6/64, Flaminio Costa v E.N.E.L. 15 July 1964 ECR 585.
\textsuperscript{36} Supra, para 3.
\textsuperscript{37} Supra.
\textsuperscript{38} Supra, para. 3.
source of law and cannot because of its special and original nature be overridden by domestic law, without being deprived of its status as Community law.39

The case does not only bring out important statements as to the status of Community law vis à vis national law, but does also bring out the conditions for a treaty provision to have a so called direct effect, implying that certain articles create rights for individuals.

Community provisions can have a direct effect, i.e. creating rights for individuals. Since the Community has got the competence to enter international agreements, such agreements can come to be directly applicable. Regard must be taken to the wording and the purpose of the agreement itself. If the provision contains a clear and precise obligation, which is not subject, in its implementation or effects, to the adoption of any subsequent measure, provisions arising from the agreement can have a direct effect.40

3.3 The Community in international organisations

The practice from international organisations to accept the Community as a party in agreements and multilateral treaty making has not been uniform. Whether the Community will be accepted as a member of an international organisation or not, highly depends on whether or not an organisation might be a member in the organisation in question.41

Under certain conditions, the Community has been accepted as being a representative of its Member States. However, most international organisations only accept states as members, while the Community, at most, can enjoy the status as an "observer", usually implying a quite limited right to participate in the work of the organisation, rarely with a right to vote.42

If an organisation does not accept the Community as a member, the Community needs to act through its Member States. 43 The consequence can be that the Member States will retain the right to vote within areas where the Community enjoys an exclusive competence, as is the case with many international organisations created for regulating fisheries.

Such practice is not unusual, and therefore there is a great demand for a close co-operation between the Community and its Member States. This importance and requirement of co-operation in representing a unity in the international performances have repeatedly been emphasised by the Court.44

39 Case 6/64, Flaminio Costa v E.N.E.L.
41 An organisation that accepts other organisation is for example The Food and Agriculture Organisation, of which the Community is a member.
42 For example, the Community only enjoys the status of an observer within the work of the United Nations.
43 Macleod etc. p. 172. Something that has also been recognised by the Court. See Opinion 2/91 (Re ILO convention 170) chapter 7.2.3, below.
44 See for example, opinion 1/78 and Opinion 2/91 below.
The legal support for that demand can be found in the so-called loyalty-principle, article 5 of the EC Treaty (now article 10), stating: “Member States shall take all appropriate measures to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of this Treaty or resulting from action taken by the institutions of the Community. They shall facilitate the achievement of the Community’s tasks. They shall abstain from any measure, which could jeopardise the attainment of the objectives of this Treaty.”

By constantly appearing as a unit towards the rest of the world, the international uncertainty on the status of the Community as an international actor will be avoided.

3.3.1 The International Fruit Company Case

For a wide range of the matters covering the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the GATT, the Community enjoys the internal legislative competence. That is certainly so concerning matters covered by the common commercial policy. Regardless of what the legal status of the GATT might have had within the Community, it was the Member States who were contracting parties. This made the relation between the GATT and the Community somewhat complex. In the so-called International Fruit Company case, the Court had the opportunity to declare what it considered the position of the Community in relation to the GATT was.

The GATT agreement was mainly covered by the definitions of the common commercial policy, set out in Article 113 (now, after amendment, Article 133 EC) of the EC Treaty. The Court stated that since the Member States had conferred those powers on the Community, they showed their wish to bind themselves by the obligations entered into under the general GATT agreement. It did so by stating that: “It therefore appears that, in so far as under the EEC Treaty, the Community has assumed the powers previously exercised by Member States in the area governed by the general agreement, the provisions of that agreement have the effect of binding the Community.”

Even though the Court considered the Community to be bound by the agreement, the other Member States of the GATT have never accepted the Community as a member of the agreement in the place of its Member States. It is an international customary rule that a third party can not be bound by an agreement between two parties. Although the Member States might accept the Community to take their part of the agreement, there is an uncertainty as to whether that acceptance can be bound towards the other contracting parties of the agreement.

The consequences of the International Fruit Company case might have effects in Community law, having reference to the specific characteristics

---

46 Supra.
47 Supra, para 18.
that the GATT has, but may not be taken as a general principle, applicable in international law.48

3.3.2 The Community in the World Trade Organisation

The above-mentioned International Fruit Company case was judged in 1972. Since then development has taken place both within the Community and the GATT. By the Uruguay Round in 1994, the GATT, not much more than an agreement between states, turned into the World Trade Organisation (WTO). As a difference to its predecessor, the WTO is open to acceptance by the Community and the Member States as members.49

The Member States and the Community have, through the Commission, jointly signed the final act. In the work of the WTO and when exercising the right to vote, the Community has the number of votes equal to the number of Member States member of the WTO.50 The number of votes may not exceed the number of Member States being member of the WTO.

Concerning the Court’s case law on the WTO, see below.51

3.4 International acts adopted by the Member States or the Community before accession

When a new State applies for membership in the Community and gets accepted, problems might arise as a consequence of international acts already entered into by the Community. Problems can also arise as to the non-compatibility between international agreements concluded by the new Member State with third countries, before its membership in the Community.

Before the Treaty of Rome entered into force, the Member States to be, had already entered into international commitments with third countries and organisations regarding topics that later would be covered by the Community policy. That is why, article 234 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, article 307 EC) states that: “agreements with third countries or international organisations concluded before the entry into force of the Treaty shall not be affected by the provisions therein”. To carry out obligations arising from commitments, the principle pacta sund servanda, is a fundamental principle of international customary law of which both the Community and its Member States are bound.52

Another basic principle of international, and most domestic laws, is that an agreement should not create rights or obligations for subjects that are not parties of the agreement.

As a consequence of article 234 and of international customary law the Member States could, by carrying out its international obligations act contrary to Community law. Probably, the only protection against such

48 Macleod, etc. p 235-36.
49 Art XIV of the Agreement establishing the WTO.
50 Art IX (1) WTO Agreement.
51 Opinion 1/94, on the WTO agreement, chapter 7.2.4.
52 See case 6/64, Flaminio Costa v E.N.E.L. in the previous chapter.
consequences would be the second part of article 234, emphasising that it is important for the Member States to carry out their obligations from these agreements in, as far as possible, accordance with the provisions of the Treaty. “The Member State or States concerned shall take all appropriate steps to eliminate the incompatibilities established.”

Article 234 is of a general scope and applies on all international agreements, which are capable of affecting the application of the Treaty.53 This principle of Community law only permits Member State to perform their international obligations and is in no way a measure to bind the Community vis à vis the non-member country or international organisation in question.54

Maintaining international agreements in accordance with article 234, does not only imply a duty on the Member States, but also an obligation on the institutions of the Community not to hinder the performance of the Member States’ obligations.

According to Community law, an international agreement entered by only one or some Member States outside the Community, does not allow those Member States to maintain their rights under the agreement, if that would violate the obligations under the Community law.55 This is the case when an agreement allows, but does not require an action contrary to Community law. When the case is so, Member States must not act.

3.5 Accession of new Member States

According to article O of the Treaty on European Union (now, after amendment, Article 49 EU), any European State can apply for membership in the Union. The acceptance as such, is not an exercise of the Community but an international agreement ratified by the existing and new Member States.56

New Member States join the European Union and can not become members of only one of the Communities. However, by joining the Union they automatically become members of all the Communities. Agreements already entered by the Community form a part of Community law. When becoming a member of the Community, the new Member State will be bound by Community law and principles, which implies that it will also be bound by the international agreements entered by the Community.57 If those international acts are agreements of a mixed nature, the new Member State will undertake the accession of that agreement.

New Member States are required to “adjust their positions” in relation to international organisations and international agreements to which the Community or the Member States are already parties.58

54 Supra.
55 Macleod etc. p. 230.
56 Supra p. 226
57 Each Member State’s act of accession might, of course be modified by amendments and reservations made by the new Member State including temporary transitional exemptions.
58 Macleod, etc. p. 228.
3.6 International acts adopted by the Member States within their competence

The Community has only got the authority to adopt international acts where the Treaty, either expressly or implicitly, confers such power. The Member States still keep the power to enter into international agreements in areas where they have not given up their sovereignty to the Community.

One of the basic principles of the Community is the principle of subsidiarity. Article 3b of the EC Treaty (now Article 5 EC), states that: “In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community.” This principle also applies concerning the external relations of the Community. It should therefore be born in mind that international action by the Member should be a rule, and Community action should be an exception.

As will be explained below, the Member States are allowed to enter into international agreements when the Community has not yet used its competencies. In areas where the Community and the Member States share competence, the freedom for the Member States to engage themselves internationally, is restricted. The Member States are under a duty to respect the provisions deriving from Community law, and to co-operate as far as possible, to present a common Community-policy in the international sphere.

Although not all international agreements are drafted in terms that allow the Community to be a party, certain agreements might nevertheless bind the Community directly by succession so that, under certain circumstances, the Community can succeed to the obligations of its Member States under an international agreement.

3.7 International acts adopted by the Community

In the above-mentioned case Costa v ENEL, the Court set out the conditions under which a Community act can have direct effect. As with internal measures, external commitments entered by the Community will be binding upon the Member States. The Court has emphasised that the regulations in those agreements form an integrated part of the Community law once they are in force. The Community seems to have a rather monist approach to the status of international agreements. Legislative measures do not necessarily have to be adopted for an international act entered by the

---

59 See chapter 7. About the ERTA-case and the following up cases, in particular the Kramer-cases.
60 On this duty of co-operation, see chapter 8.
61 Case 6/64, Flaminio Costa v E.N.E.L. See chapter 3.2, above
62 Opinion 1/91
Community to be recognised as having a legal effect on the institutions of the Community and the citizens of the Member States.\textsuperscript{63}

Provisions in international agreements entered into by the Community can be given a direct effect under more or less the same conditions as an internal Community act. A provision in an agreement that the Community has entered with a third state, or international organisation, shall be considered to be directly applicable if it, with regard to its wordings and purposes, signifies a precise and clear duty whose consequences need not depend on the implementation of further acts.\textsuperscript{64}

The Court has not recognised a direct effect of the GATT agreement, since the agreement was considered to be too flexible in its wording.\textsuperscript{65} There has not yet been a decision as to whether the WTO agreement can have a direct effect.\textsuperscript{66}

\section*{3.8 Conclusion}

The EC Treaty, albeit concluded in the form of an international agreement, constitutes the constitutional charter of a Community based on the rule of law. The Community Treaty establishes a new legal order for the benefit of which the Member States have limited their sovereign rights, and the subjects of which comprise not only of Member States but also their nationals.\textsuperscript{67} When the first Community, the European Coal and Steel Community, was created after the Second World War, the organisation that arose was quite clear matching the definitions of an International Governmental Organisation.

Throughout the development from the first co-operation until today, we can see that the European Union, of which the Community forms a part, has clearly passed the definitions of an international organisation. Then again, it is not a Federal State, since the Member States of the union still possess a large part of their sovereignty and since the Community only enjoys competence within certain areas.

The Community possesses a legal personality. To exercise its competencies on the international plane, there are certain explicit provisions, giving the Community competence to act internationally within specified areas. However, the Community also has, as will be seen, so called implied powers.

The fact that an organisation has been recognised as having the right to exercise implied powers is nothing new, but was admitted already by the ICJ in the Reparation for injuries case.\textsuperscript{68} However, the theory of implied powers developed by the Court admits external competencies on the basis of
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internal provisions conferring such powers. That shows that the Community is not only a significant organisation with important objectives and aims, but also a self-governing organisation. Does that imply that the Community is going from being a supranational organisation to closer towards resembling a federal state?

The legal system within the Community represents both the aspects from international law and national law, without completely satisfying any of the two definitions. It does have a legal authority, and a legislative institution. But the Member States remain sovereign states in international law. The provisions set out in the above mentioned Montevideo convention set out that a state should have a government that exercises effective control over a territory and over a population which implies effective control both externally and internally.69 The Community only exercises effective control over a limited area, and when doing so, often with the participation of its Member States. According to that convention, which reflects international customary law, the Community does not match the definitions of a federal state.

69 See chapter 2.3.1.
4 The procedure

4.1 Introduction

When the Community desires to negotiate and adopt international acts with third states or international organisations, there are certain procedures that should be respected within the institutions of the Community. This chapter will briefly explain the different roles of the institutions when acting on an international level.

The procedure to negotiate and adopt international acts is set out in article 228 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 300 EC). The article states that the agreements are to be negotiated by the Commission and concluded by the Council, after having consulted the Assembly (the parliament) when required by the Treaty.

The expression “agreement” in article 228 is used in a general sense, indicating any undertaking entered into by entities subject to international law has binding force, whatever its formal designation.\footnote{Opinion 1/75}

Moreover, the article states that the Commission or a Member State may obtain the opinion of the court before entering into an agreement. This is a practice, as will be seen below, that has been of great importance.

4.2 The responsible institutions

The EC Treaty gives four bodies in the European Union the status of “institution”: The European Parliament, the Council, the Commission and the Court of justice.\footnote{Article 4 of the EC Treaty (now Article 7 EC).} Each institution has its own specific assignments, and can only act within the areas that the Treaty confers to it. Each of those institutions plays important roles in the process of entering into agreements with third countries and/ or international organisations. Each institution has a limited competence in order to ensure the establishment of a balance between the institutions.\footnote{Case 327/91 French Republic v Commission}

4.2.1 The European parliament

The Parliament has only got an advisory role in the negotiating and adoption of international acts. Nevertheless, that role warrants a mention. According to, article 228 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 300 EC), the Parliament must be consulted before the Community can conclude an agreement where the Treaty requires it. It must be consulted, yet that consultation is only advisory.

Even where the Treaty does not expressly require consultation with the Parliaments it is nevertheless often made in practise.\footnote{Macleod, etc. p. 10}
4.2.2 The Council

According to the above-mentioned article 228 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 300 EC), it is the Council that shall conclude international agreements, after a proposal from the Commission. The fact that it is the Council that concludes the agreement does not imply that it enjoys an international legal personality. When concluding international agreements; the Council does so on behalf of the European Community.\(^\text{74}\)

The Council is, in its work, assisted by a committee, the COREPER (Committee of the Permanent Representatives of the Member States), which prepares and carries out the assignments that are being conferred to it by the Council.\(^\text{75}\) The COREPER is not an institution of the Community, something that clearly can discovered from article 4 of the EC Treaty (now Article 7 EC). That has also been emphasised by the Court: “It is clear from those [article 4 EC] provisions that COREPER is not an institution of the Communities upon which the Treaty confers powers of its own but an auxiliary body of the Council, for which it carries out preparation and implementation work.”\(^\text{76}\)

4.2.3 The Commission

The Commission gives proposals on international agreements, which the Council should enter. It is also the Commission that negotiates agreements with non-member States and international organisations.\(^\text{77}\)

Moreover, on the international level, the Commission is empowered to conclude agreements of an administrative character, see article 229 of the EC Treaty (Now, after amendment article 302 EC). According to this article the Commission is to ensure the maintenance of all appropriate relations with the organs of the United Nations and other international organisations. However, to any other international agreement, the role of the Commission is purely for negotiation. The agreements on which it is competent to conclude are limited to agreements for the recognition of Community laissez-passer and conclusion of agreements which are administrative or working agreements.\(^\text{78}\)

Although the Commission has the power to take individual decisions on the rules of competition, that does not apply on international measures of the same character. Thus, the theory of implied powers does not apply on the work of the institutions.

---

\(^{74}\) See Case C-327/91, France v Commission, at para. 24.

\(^{75}\) Article 151 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 207 EC).


\(^{77}\) Article 113 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 133 EC), Article 228 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 300 EC).

\(^{78}\) See Case C-327/91, France v Commission at para. 29
4.2.4 The Court of Justice

According to article 164 of the EC Treaty (now, article 220 EC), the Court of Justice shall ensure that the interpretation and application of the Treaty the law is observed.

There are no treaty provisions stating that the Court has to be informed or consulted before the Community enters into an international agreement. However, according to the second subparagraph of article 228 (1), there is a possibility for the Commission, the Council or one of the Member States to request the Court for an opinion. An opinion should concern the compatibility of the provisions of the Treaty with agreements to be concluded with third countries or an international organisation. If the Court has an unfavourable opinion, the agreement may not be entered until after the treaty has been amended.\(^\text{79}\)

Since the Court, according to article 164 EC, shall ensure the interpretation of the Treaty, an opinion should be requested when and where doubts arise as to the compatibility with an agreement with the Treaty and Community law.

According to the Court’s case law: “the compatibility of an agreement with the provisions of the Treaty must be assessed in the light of all the rules of the Treaty, that is to say, both those rules which determine the extent of the powers of the institutions of the Community and the substantive rules”.\(^\text{80}\)

The aim of the procedure for an opinion under Article 228 of the Treaty, which is an exceptional procedure, is to enable the Court to resolve all questions relating to the substantive or formal compatibility of the agreement. Such questions are envisaged in order to avoid any subsequent challenge which might undermine the international standing of the Community.\(^\text{81}\)

Thus by referring to the Court, when questions on the competence are uncertain, complications that would arise later, such as a later discovery that the Community lacks competence, can be avoided. The possibility to make a request to the Court is not used frequently, but where opinions have been given, an important case law has been created.\(^\text{82}\)

The Court has, in an indirect way and to a great extent, influenced and developed the international sphere of the Community. Not only in opinions, as mentioned above, but also in a great number of judgement, where it has set out the rules for the Community’s external competencies.

The theory of implied powers that will be examined below, is a pure judicial construction, which shows the great impact of the Court in the international relations of the Community.

The Court can, according to international agreements be conferred new powers, such as to interpret provisions of those agreements. This provided

\(^{79}\) Article 228 of the EC Treaty, read in conjunction with article 236 of the EC Treaty.

\(^{80}\) Opinion 1/75.

\(^{81}\) Opinion 2/92 (Re OECD national Treatment Instrument).

\(^{82}\) In this essay following opinions are being presented because of their importance in case law: Opinion 1/75, Opinion 1/76, Opinion 1/78, Opinion 2/91, Opinion 1/92, Opinion 2/92, Opinion 1/94, Opinion 2/94 and Opinion 1/00
that in so doing it does not change the nature of the function of the Court as conceived in the EEC Treaty, namely that of a Court whose decisions are binding. Thus, according to the agreement establishing the European Economic Area, the EEA agreement, the Court has the jurisdiction to interpret the provisions of an agreement. \(^{83}\) According to the same agreement, a joint committee was to be introduced to ensure the interpretation of the agreement. The Court stated that such an installation of a committee was not incompatible with Community law as long as decisions taken by the Joint Committee were not to affect the case law of the Court of Justice. The powers, which the EEA agreement conferred on the Joint Committee, did not call in question the binding nature of the case law of the Court of Justice or the autonomy of the Community legal order. If it was allowed for the Joint Committee to disregard the binding nature of decisions of the Court of Justice within the Community legal order, that could have serious effects on the Community law. Respect for which must be assured by the Court pursuant to Article 164 of the EEC Treaty, and would be incompatible with that Treaty. However, the Contracting Parties and the Joint Committee would be bound by the Court's interpretation of the rules at issue. Consequently, the jurisdiction conferred on the Court was compatible with the EEC Treaty. \(^{84}\)

\(^{83}\) Opinion 1/92.

\(^{84}\) Supra
5 The express external competencies of the Community

The Community was, according to the original version of the Treaty of Rome, from the beginning entrusted with external competencies. The Community has, throughout the years, acquired a wider external competence, not only through case law, but also through amendments with the Single European Act, the Treaty of Maastricht, and respectively the Treaty of Amsterdam. Political developments caught up with the Court’s approach to extending the international competence of the Community. The Community has gradually acquired express (usually not exclusive) competence across a scope of policy areas.

The Single European Act amended provisions concerning agreements on co-operation in research and technological development, article 130m and r (now article 170 and, after amendment, article 174 EC). There were also amendments made to the EC Treaty by the Maastricht and the Amsterdam Treaties, of which the former is of more importance than the latter.

5.1 Express competencies in the Treaty of Rome from 1957

Already in the original version of the Treaty of Rome, article 3.1.b, it was stated that one of the fundamental principles of the Community would be to establish a common customs tariff and a common commercial policy towards third countries. The provisions for the common commercial policy-objective was set out in article 113 EC (now article 133). According to that article, the Community enjoys the competence to enter into international commitments covered by the common commercial policy.\(^85\)

Within the area of the common commercial policy there has been a complete transfer of competencies to the Community,\(^86\) which has resulted in, as we will see, an exclusive external competence for the Community.\(^87\)

The original EC Treaty also provided for the Community to establish association agreements. Article 238 of the EC Treaty (now article 310 EC) states that “the Community may conclude with a third State, a union of States or an international organisation agreements establishing an association involving reciprocal rights and obligations, common action and special procedures.” The Community has entered into so-called association agreements with a number of third states. The most advance of the association agreements is the agreement creating the European Economic

\(^{85}\) To the definitions of the Court of Justice’s interpretation on the Common Commercial Policy in its case law, see cases see below.

\(^{86}\) Bernitz & Kjellgren, p 157

\(^{87}\) See chapter 10.1.1.
Area, the EEA agreement. Another important agreement is the Lomé convention.

5.2 Amendments to the EC Treaty after the Treaty of Maastricht

The Treaty of Maastricht was signed in 1991. That Treaty set out the principles for a process of European integration, which should take place in a three-pillar construction. It was with the Treaty of Maastricht that the common foreign and security policy-objective was set out. As has been mentioned above, that co-operation is to take place inter-governmentally, and thus not within the Community. That is why that external objective of the Union will be left out here.

One of the more important amendments made with the Maastricht Treaty was the competence for the Community to enter into international monetary agreements for the introduction of a single currency, the ECU, article 111 of the EC Treaty.

Another important amendment made with the Maastricht Treaty concerns provisions conferring competencies for the Community to co-operate with third states and international organisations in areas such as culture, article 151.3, public health, article 152.3, trans-European networks, article 155.3, and the environment, article 174.4. Another amendment was made within the field of development co-operation, article 177.

After the amendments made with the Treaty of Maastricht, the union is competent to act internationally on the basis of its internal attribution of powers in practically all areas, which are covered by the domestic policies of the Union.

It is important to state that the pre-existing case law from the Court of Justice concerning the theory of implied powers of the Community is still valid and thus not affected by these provisions. This means that, although these amendments give the Community express competencies that were earlier recognised by the Court, there might arise new areas in which the Court will recognise implied external competencies of the Community.

5.3 Amendments to the EC Treaty after the Treaty of Amsterdam

The objectives of the intergovernmental organisation in Amsterdam were to bring the union closer to the citizens, to improve the Union’s capacity to act internationally and to reform the institutions.

The amendments to the Treaty cover several areas of the external policy making of the Community. The most important change, that concerns this essay, was the amendments made to the common commercial policy. Due to the Court’s opinion 1/94, where the Court refused an exclusive external

88 Steenbergen, p 116. On the three pillars, see chapter 1.3.1. above.
89 Supra, p. 118
90 Supra, p 115
competence for the Community, an amendment was put to article 133.⁹¹ The new article 133.5 provides that the Council can enlarge the Community’s external competence within the common commercial policy to cover agreements on services and intellectual properties. Except from this amendment, it is not likely that the direct impact of the Treaty of Amsterdam to the foreign economic policy of the Union is of great importance. On the other hand, the Treaty of Maastricht was of a more significant importance.⁹² Neither has the Amsterdam Treaty has changed the provisions in the Maastricht Treaty concerning the monetary agreements or the EC Treaty provisions.

⁹¹ Opinion 1/94 on the WTO agreement. See below.
⁹² Steenbergen, p 123
6 Principles of Community law

6.1 Principles of institutions and the Treaty

The powers of the Community are set out in, and deriving from, the EC Treaty. Since powers can be derived from the Treaty, it is impossible, just by referring to the Treaty, to understand and see the entire scope of the Community’s competencies. Although the Treaty provisions constitute the “skeleton” of the powers of the Community, attention must also be drawn to material legislation adopted on the basis of the Treaty as to the practice of the Court, which is the authority to interpret the Treaty.

Being an organisation created by sovereign states, the Community only has the powers that the Member States have given it. This is clearly set out in article 3b of the EC Treaty (now Article 5 EC), where, in the first sentence, it states that: “The Community shall act within the limits of the powers conferred upon it by this Treaty and of the objectives assigned to it therein”.

By creating or acceding the European Community, the Member States have limited their powers permanently by transferring them to the Community.93

According to the principle of subsidiarity, which is of fundamental importance in Community law, the Member States should adopt legislative measures unless a Community action is necessary for the fulfilment of the objective. Thus, the Community will not always act when it has the authority to do so, but only when a measure on the Community level is necessary to obtain the aim envisaged by the Treaty provisions.

The principle of subsidiarity is set out in the same article 3b, in the second and third phrases: “In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community”. Any action by the Community shall not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the objectives of this Treaty.

In several judgements, when interpreting Treaty provisions, the Court has emphasised the importance of looking beyond an article, examining the aims and the objectives laying behind that article and judging thereafter and not using a literal approach.

Community law is in a constant state of evolution. New objectives and strategies are set out in summit meetings and other conferences. The objectives that lay behind the 1957 Treaty of Rome are not the same as they are today. It is necessary to adjust the interpretation of the articles to the objectives that are valid in the present position, and what the future objectives of the co-operation set out.
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6.2 How implied powers were made possible

Certain articles of the EC Treaty explicitly provide a competence for the Community to negotiate and adopt international acts with third states or international organisations. The area of the express provisions remains. However, external competence relating to all internal objectives of the Community were not given in the Treaty.

The Court did however through its’ case law develop a broad and often controversial and complex theory. This by interpreting the internal Treaty provisions resulting in an enlargement of the external competencies of the Community, to cover more topics than the ones envisaged expressly in the Treaty. A very important step in that evolution was the case 22/70, ERTA, in which the Court for the first time set out the theory of implied powers, also called the parallel-doctrine. The connotation of that theory is that there should be parallelity between the internal and external competencies of the Community. The range of such parallelity is somewhat unclear. However, it is clear that although those competencies are wide they do not completely cover the internal competencies.

Already in its early case law, the Court considered that where an express power existed, an implied power also arose, where it was considered as necessary to fulfil the objectives of the express powers. Later, the Court went further, by stating that when a given objective existed, it also implied existence of powers necessary to fulfil the objectives.

A basic principle of Community law is the principle of attribution of powers, signifying that the Community only has the powers that have been given to it. Does the development of the external competencies of the Community, which could not find any explicit support in the Treaty, show that this principle is eliminated? Probably not, the main consequence of the implied powers is that the increased Community powers have allowed it to work in a more efficient way. Letting the Community act internationally when necessary has simplified the achievement of the objectives set out in the Treaty, being that in some areas it is almost impossible to run an internal policy without an external one.

A possible conclusion could be that the Community should not be allowed to act in areas where the Treaty is silent, however, that could make the objectives of the Treaty seriously inhibited in their attainment. The theory of implied powers, as will be seen later, does not allow the Community to act where the Treaty is completely silent, but it does only give the Community an wider possibility to act internationally where internal competencies already exist according to the Treaty.

For a further discussion on whether the theory of implied powers is compatible with Community law, see next chapter.

94 See chapter 5
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7 The theory of implied powers

The Community enjoys the competence to enter into international relations with other States and/or organisations according to provisions in the Treaty. Those express powers are, however, limited to cover only certain matters concerning commercial and trade-policy, exclusive powers given expressly to the Community in the Treaty. 99

By admitting the Community’s implied powers, the Community has now got the competence to enter into international relations within areas that are not covered by the express Treaty provisions. The Court has declared that the Community enjoys external competence in areas where it already has an internal competence. This development was made possible due to a purely judicial construction and shows that the Community is a self-governing international organisation, creating its own capacities without interference from its Member States.

The theory of implied powers developed in the 1970s, starting with the case 22/70 Commission v Council, more famous under the name the ERTA case, which was the opening of the new theory. The case has been confirmed and modified by later case law, defining and giving it more content. In this chapter a description will follow on the cases that made this development possible.

7.1 The ERTA-case 100

The first case in which the Court admitted that the Community enjoys implied external competencies was the ERTA-case. The Court here set out the principles for what was to become a new legal basis for the Community’s ability to act in its external relations, by setting out the principles of implied powers for the first time.

7.1.1 Background

The international agreement regulating the work of crews engaged in international road transport (ERTA) was signed in 1970. The question arose whether it was the Community or the Member States that were to conclude the agreement.

The Commission brought the case to the Court, by claiming that the Community had the necessary competence to enter the agreement in question. The Community could, according to the Commission, do so, even if the Treaty did not explicitly give the authority to conclude the agreement, being an international one. The absence of a Treaty provision did not,

99 For example article 113 of the EC treaty (now, after amendment, article 133 EC) and article 238 of the EC treaty (now article 310 EC) regulating tariff and trade agreements, respectively association agreements. See chapter above.

100 Case 22/70, Commission v Council (ERTA), 31 March 1971, ECR 263.
according to the Commission, exclude the possibility for the Community to enjoy the competence to act.

The agreement concerned regulations on transport, a subject of which the Community enjoys the internal competence, article 75 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 71 EC). The Commission considered that since the Community enjoys the internal competencies, an international action taken by the Community could not be excluded from those provisions, as that action would complement the achievement of a common transport policy, an aim for which the Community is responsible.\(^{101}\)

The Council, on the other hand, claimed that such power could only arise from an express power in the Treaty, referring to the important principle of Community law, the principle of attributions of powers, according to which the Community only has the powers that have been conferred to it.\(^{102}\)

### 7.1.2 The Court’s reasoning

In its judgement, the Court starts by referring to article 210 of the EC Treaty (now Article 281 EC), providing that “The Community shall have a legal personality”.

This article belongs to chapter six, devoted to “general and final provisions”. Being a supplement to chapter one, that article must, the Court emphasised, be read in conjunction with the “general provisions” set out in the Treaty. Being a transport regulation, the Court made reference to chapter one, article 3 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, article 3 EC), in which transport is expressly mentioned as being one of the areas in which a common policy shall be adopted. In this case, it is consequently that specific provision that should be read in conjunction with article 210 of the EC Treaty (now Article 281 EC), that the Community has a legal personality.

The consequence is that in its external relations, the Community enjoys the capacity to enter into agreements with third countries necessary to fulfil the obligations listed in part one of the Treaty.

When determining whether or not the community has the competence to enter into an external agreement, the Court states, it is important to take into consideration not only express provisions, but the whole scheme of the treaty.\(^{103}\)

The Court states that “In particular, each time the Community, with a view to implementing a common policy envisaged by the Treaty, adopts provisions laying down common rules, whatever form these might take, the Member States no longer have the right, acting individually or even collectively, to undertake obligations with third countries which affect those rules.”\(^{104}\)

The importance of this judgement is not only the fact that the Court discovered new areas where the Community was competent to act, but also the consequences thereof. According to the Court, the Community is not

\(^{101}\) p. 6-8 Case 22/70, Commission v Council (ERTA).

\(^{102}\) Supra, para 13

\(^{103}\) Supra, para 15

\(^{104}\) Supra, para 17.
only competent to enter into an agreement even without having express competencies to do so in the Treaty. It also states that when and if the Community uses its competencies to do so “with a view to implementing a common policy,” the Member States are no longer allowed to enter international agreements that could affect the Community’s engagement. Thus, each time that the Community uses its implied powers, they turn exclusive.

The Court bases its reasoning on the loyalty principle, set out in article 5 of the EC Treaty (now article 10 EC), providing that the Member States have a duty of loyalty towards the Community. It seems like the Court considers that any action taken by the Member States, when the Community has already used its implied competence, could constitute a threat to the Community legal order. It seems that finding a legal basis for the Community to act, implies the legal basis for not allowing the Member States to act.

7.1.3 Consequences of the Case

This case brings up not only one, but two, interesting issues. Namely the theory of implied powers, and derived from that one, the theory of the Community’s exclusivity to act in areas where it is found to have implied external competence.

7.1.3.1 The theory of implied powers

The Court admitted that the Community does enjoy competence to act externally even where the Treaty provisions do not confer those rights. Thus, by a purely judicial procedure, the Community was recognised the right to act externally in a broader area than was originally provided. The Court considered that the Community had the competence to act internationally, when it had the internal competence to do so. This competence existed each time that an international measure was considered to be necessary to fulfil the objectives set out in the Treaty.

By referring to article 210 of the EC treaty (now article 281), the Court seems to find that that article would not make sense if reference was made to only the few cases where the Community enjoys an express external competence. The Court, as certain authors, seems to consider that by enjoying an international legal personality, it must be recognised that a competence for the Community might arise even implicitly.

The external competencies can flow from express Treaty provisions, providing internal competence, but also from measures adopted by the Community within the treaty’s internal sphere.

It is not correct to interpret this case as if the Court more or less “gave” a new legal basis in which the Community can act. The use of the word “give” competence seems to be a misleading term, since the term “giving” implies a “taking”. What the Court did, was to admit external competence for the

---
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Community to act in areas of which it already has competence on the internal area. That is, in areas where the Member States have already given up their competencies to the Community, albeit not in their international commitments.

Member States were already before the judgement bound by article 5 of the Treaty (now article 10 EC), which provides that the Member States must act loyal towards the Community. Thus, theoretically, the Member States would not have been able to act internationally if that could affect the Treaty provisions even before the judgement.

The Court states that the Community only enjoys such implied competencies when an international act “is necessary to achieve an objective set out in the Treaty”. By stating so, the Court emphasises that competence is not the case in any agreement covering areas of which the Community is competent, and thus the Court recalls the important principle of subsidiarity. If the action is not necessary to achieve an internal objective, the Community does not enjoy the competencies, and thus the Member States should act.

The competencies that the Member States had before, were of a quite limited art, and are not as such affected by the statement of the Court. Instead of being a daring statement, it seems like a logical judgement, giving the Community the possibility to better carry out its obligations and fulfil the objectives for which it was created. This by giving it powers to act externally in the same way as it can internally.

The external competence of the Community has by this judgement developed to more or less being a parallel of its internal competencies, that is why the theory of implied powers also has been given the name “the parallel doctrine”. Whether the connotation “the parallel doctrine” is an adequate name of the theory of implied powers is unclear. It has been criticised by certain authors as not being correct\(^{108}\), as the term parallel implies something that run parallel without ever meeting, which might not be the case between the external and internal competencies of the Community. Other authors, on the other hand, consider that parallelity is the proper definition when describing how the internal competencies of the Community relate to the external ones.\(^{109}\) Since the connotation parallelity is debated but not the term implied powers, the latter will be used ongoing.

7.1.3.2 The exclusive external Competencies of the Community

The ERTA case did not only broaden the external competencies for the Community, but as well, which follows by its own logic, reduced the area in which the Member States are allowed to act. However, that reduction was of a rather dramatic scope, giving a quite wide area in which the Community would acquire an exclusive external competence just by acting once. This can be read out by the using of terms such as: “each time” and “whatever form these might take” when in the judgement referring to on which occasions and in what way, the Community was allowed to act externally.

\(^{108}\) See for example Dashwood, Alan

\(^{109}\) See for example Bernitz & Kjellgren. See also Bleckmann.
There was not only an obstacle for the Member States to enter into an international agreement that could affect Community measures, but they were also forbidden to take any international measures who could “affect those rules” or “alter their scope”.\textsuperscript{110}

As will be examined later, the Court has, in other judgements, changed its mind on this point. Today the exclusive external competence of the Community is a rather rare phenomenon.

7.2 Development, a wider competence recognised for the Member States

In this chapter, several later cases and opinions will be described. By doing so, it will be shown in what way and how the theories of implied powers have been changed and modified after the ERTA-case. The material will be brought up in a chronological order, to demonstrate how the theory of implied and exclusive power has developed throughout the years.

7.2.1 Joined cases 3, 4 & 6/76 Kramer\textsuperscript{111}

The case relates to an international convention on fisheries, signed by six Member states. The legal question in the case concerned the Community’s external competencies to enter international commitments and to participate in the carrying out of decisions of an international organisation.

The case is of interest since it deals with the possibilities for the Community to enter into an international agreement even where no express Treaty provision confers that right on the Community. The lack of express treaty provisions made it compulsory for the Court to make reference to the above mentioned ERTA-case and its principles.\textsuperscript{112}

The general treaty provision that in this case gave the Community an internal competence was article 3 (d) of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 3 EC). Article 3(d) recognises the authority for the Community to establish a common policy in the sphere of agriculture, of which fishing is a part. The Court confirmed the theory of implied powers by recognising the Community’s external competence in this specific case.

As the case was brought to the Court, the Community had not yet entered into any international agreement on the matter in question. Because of that the Court stated that as long as the Community has not yet entered into international agreement (although being competent to) the Member States are free to engage themselves in its international relations, as long as those engagements were compatible with the community law.

The Court emphasised that such powers were only of a transitional character. When and if the Community carries out actions within the sphere, the Member States had an obligation to use all the measures to ensure the participation of the Community in agreements that would affect the Community action. Moreover, the Court stated, that when entering into an

\textsuperscript{110} Case 22/70, Commission v Council (ERTA). Para 17

\textsuperscript{111} Joined Cases 3, 4 & 6/76, Kramer, 14 July 1976 ECR. 1279.

\textsuperscript{112} See chapter 7.1.
agreement on fisheries, the Community has an exclusive external competence.

By this ruling, the Court made the wide scope of the Community’s external exclusivity given in the ERTA case, to some extent, a more narrow definition.

After having set out the rules in the above-mentioned Kramer case, the Community is a member of several international organisations covering agriculture. In almost all of those organisations, the Community participates alone.  

Further on, it is interesting to note that in the Kramer case, the principles of the ERTA-case were quoted a second time. However, since then, the Court has only referred to the case when reaffirming the principles. It seems that it is now taken for granted that the principles of implied external competence are compatible with the fundamental principles of Community law.  

7.2.2 Opinion 1/76

The opinion concerned an international agreement on navigation on the Rhine. Six Member States and one Non-member State, Switzerland concluded the agreement. The fact that Switzerland, a non-member State, was part of the agreement gave the agreement an international character.

The Community enjoyed the internal competence to regulate the matter, but had not yet used those powers. The Court had to answer whether implied external competence could arise in circumstances, other than where the corresponding internal competence had already been used. Could the agreement be negotiated and concluded by the Community on the basis of implied powers even if it had not used the internal express powers? Or were both Community and Member States competent, resulting in a so-called mixed agreement?

In the Kramer case, the Court held that the very existence, on an internal level, of express duties and powers, even if not yet used, was enough to give the Community competence to enter into international agreements. This principle was now repeated.

When the Court was demanded to give its opinion on the agreement, it started its judgement by referring to the ERTA-doctrine, confirming the theory of implied powers. The Court affirmed that implied powers were not limited to adopt measures within the common policy only.

The Court repeated that external powers could flow implicitly from measures adopted by the institutions as well from express provisions of the Treaty. That it is certainly the case when Community measures have already been adopted. However, it is not limited for those areas only. “The power to bind the Community vis-à-vis third countries nevertheless flows by implication from the provisions of the Treaty creating the internal power and
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in so far as the participation of the Community in the international agreement is, as here, necessary for the attainment of one of the objectives of the Community.”¹¹⁶

The Court makes reference to article 228 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, article 300 EC) when examining the legal effects of the agreement. Participation of the six Member States does not, the Court states, infringe the external powers of the Community. Thus, that aspect of the agreement does not in itself make the agreement incompatible with the Treaty.

Since the action was to be seen as a common one, there could not be a complete exclusion of Member States from any participation in the agreement. Not even if that exclusion would be voluntary.

The Court bases its conclusions on the fact that Community participation in the agreement was “necessary for the attainment of one of the objectives of the Community”. The issue could not be solved throughout an internal measure, since the agreement necessary had to involve Switzerland, a non-member country, and thus the measure had to be an external one.

Moreover, this case is important because the Court expressly recognises the right for the Community to participate in the establishment of international organisations and to be a member of them.

7.2.3 Opinion 2/91¹¹⁷

7.2.3.1 The case

The Commission requested an opinion from the Court regarding the convention on the international labour organisation (ILO) concerning the safety of the use of chemicals at work. The Court had to decide whether or not the Community had competence to conclude such an agreement and, if so, whether that competence was exclusive.

Having already established the theory of implied powers in the above mentioned ERTA-case and following judgements, the Court had to consider whether the Community would have had the competencies to regulate the question if it were an internal regulation.

The Court states that “whenever Community law created for the institutions of the Community powers within its internal system for the purpose of attaining a specific objective, the Community had authority to enter into the international commitments necessary for the attainment of that objective even in the absence of an express provision”¹¹⁸

The agreement fell within the scope of “social provisions”. Thus, the Community would have had the internal authority to regulate the matter. From that it follows that if the external action would be necessary in order to attain the internal objective, the Community should also have the external authority.

¹¹⁶ Opinion 1/76, (Re the Draft agreement for the laying up Fund for Inland Waterway vessels), para. 4.
¹¹⁷ Opinion 2/91 on the Convention No 170 of the international Labour Organisation. 19 March 1993, ECR I-1061
¹¹⁸ Supra
However, it is not only important to see whether or not the Community enjoys an internal competence and if the external action would be necessary, but also to examine the ways in which the Community uses such competencies when regulating in the internal sphere.

According to article 118a of the EC Treaty (Articles 117 to 120 of the EC Treaty have been replaced by Articles 136 EC to 143 EC), the Community enjoys an internal legislative competence in the area of social policy. However when the Community exercises its internal competence it does so by adopting so called minimum measures. The Court therefore states that, since the Community lets the Member States regulate such questions to a wide extent, when internal measures are to be adopted, there can be no question of an exclusive external competence.

7.2.3.2 Consequences of the case

According to the principle of subsidiarity, the Community regulates matters by minimum measures within a number of fields. The consequence of this judgement is a great decrease of exclusive external competence of the Community. There cannot be an exclusive external competence for the Community within areas such as social policy, consumer protection and environmental protection.

This opinion shows the importance that when deciding on issues about competence, it is essential to divide the matter into two questions. First, when examining a certain topic to ask whether the Community, either explicitly or implicitly, is competent to enter into an international agreement. When finding that an implicit competence exists, it has to be established from where that competence arises. The second question is whether (when found to exist) that competence is exclusive or to be shared with the Member states. To understand the doctrine of the external powers, it is very important to distinguish these two concepts.

The case also confirms that the ERTA principle is not restricted to instances where Community action has been enacted in areas where there is to be a common policy, such as agriculture, transport etc, but that it applies in all the areas corresponding to the objectives of the Treaty.

7.2.4 Opinion 1/94

The Court was, once again, requested to give its opinion on whether or not the Community enjoyed an exclusive competence. More specifically, the opinion concerned the WTO agreement, where discussions arose concerning provisions introducing the right of establishment and on freedom to provide services. This opinion is the latest case upon which the more recognised doctrines have had the opportunity to give their comments, and after this opinion, the area of the Community’s exclusive external competence has become even narrower.
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The Commission maintained that if the Court would recognise a shared competence that could be a threat against the image of presenting the Community’s unity towards the rest of the world. If the Community exclusively would be engaged in the agreement, that would be an appropriate way to point out the unity of the Community towards the rest of the world. This unity *vis à vis* the rest of the world is of such an importance, the Commission considered, that it could in itself serve as an argument for an exclusive competence of the Community.

The Court rejected that idea and stated that problems arising as a consequence of a non-uniform representation of the Community and its Member States internationally, could not in itself serve as an argument to recognise the exclusive competence of the Community. The demand for a unit representation can be solved in a more uncomplicated way, namely by reassuring and following the Courts demand for a close co-operation.

The Court confirmed that the Community does enjoy an exclusive competence within certain spheres, nevertheless, the Member States might also enjoy some competence. There is no exclusive competence for the Community on issues where the international action is not “necessary for the attainment of some internal Community objective”.

The provisions establishing the right of establishment and on freedom to provide services are different from the provisions in the chapter on transport (as concerned in the opinion 1/76 for example). In opinion 1/76, the Community objective could not be achieved by internal Community legislation (since Switzerland was a member of the agreement), thus, in that case, external powers should be exercised, and could even become exclusive, even in the absence of internal legislation.

In this case however, the aims with the provisions concerning the right of establishment and the right to provide services do not have any specific internal market objectives. The provisions concern liberalisation for the nationals of the Member States of the agreement, not only the Member States of the Community.

The provisions cannot as such serve as a legal basis for adopting international legislation measures, having as objectives the liberalisation of establishment and services for nationals of third countries. Thus, such an agreement, whose aim is to facilitate the establishment and to provide services by nationals from third countries, cannot flow implicitly from the legal provisions in the Treaty.

There are provisions regulating the treatment of third country-nationals in Community directives, adopted under the chapters of the Treaty concerning establishment and services. This decision however, was based on the fact that in those directives the external provisions have the purpose to facilitate the establishment and services within the internal market, and the external provisions are designed to serve that purpose. 
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This opinion modified the rules set out in opinion 1/76 in the following way: first, it is to determine whether there is an internal provision on which the Community may act. Secondly, to see whether the external action in question could contribute to achieve the objective set out in the internal provisions. If that were the case, there would be an implied power for the Community to act.

7.2.5 Opinion 2/92 126

The principles set out in opinion 1/76 and modified by opinion 1/94 were given a further clarification in opinion 2/92. It would seem that the principles set out in Opinion 1/76 are that an external measure can only be exclusive when the participation of a third State in a particular situation is necessary to enable the Community to fulfil its objectives.

7.2.5.1 Background

A request for an opinion was put for the Court, in accordance with article 228, from a number of Member States. This request was demanded as a consequence of the controversial so called “Third Decision”, an agreement that was to be adopted within the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, OECD, which is the successor of the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation (‘OEEC’). The agreement covered trade in services, and one of the main questions in the request for an opinion was whether or not the Community enjoyed competence, and if the answer was to be in the affirmative, on what legal grounds.

The Council proposed that the legal basis for the Community’s participation should be article 57 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 47 EC) and article 113 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, article 133 EC). The Member States questioned this. If the Council’s proposition would be to be incorrect, they asked on what legal basis the Community could act, and whether that action should be exclusive, or jointly with the Member States. The Council considered that the possibility of a joint participation of the Community and its Member States in the Third Decision could not be called in question. According to the Council, the subject matter did not belong either to the exclusive competence of either the Community or the Member States.

The question is, regard being had to the earlier case law of the Court, 127 whether it can be considered that the Third Decision is covered by one of the internal objectives of the Treaty and, whether that international action is necessary to achieve one of the internal objectives. 128 Focus must be made on whether or not the adoption of the Third Decision can be considered as being necessary to achieve the common commercial market.

A discussion arose, whether the legal basis should be article 57 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment article 47 EC), applying the theory of implied powers, or article 113 establishing the Common commercial policy.

---
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For clarifying the interpretation on article 113 of the EC Treaty, the Court recalls that there are three main schools.

The extreme view, which does not have much support, is that article 113 is limited to trade in goods and, at most, to matters relating to such trade in goods. For those who take a middle course, it is possible to go beyond the strict framework of trade in goods, while adopting a selective approach with regard to the sectors covered, including services in particular. A third school of takes the view that Article 113 covers the Community's external economic relations in their entirety.

The majority of authors reject the minimalist argument in favour of the dynamic approach. However, there are some powerful arguments in favour for the addition of services in any form within the definitions of a common commercial policy. That would be consistent with the development of the concept of a common commercial policy at international level. Moreover, that solution would take into account the fact that, internally, every aspect of trade in services falls within the scope of the Community's competence. Accordingly, the situation is similar to that of the customs union, where the creation of the common market as regards the movement of goods called at once for a common trading arrangement vis-à-vis non-member countries.

7.2.5.2 Judgement of the Court

The Court starts by stating that the third decision on the national treatment rule concerns the conditions for the participation of foreign-controlled undertakings both in the internal economic life of the Community and of the Member States. The conditions in this co-operation satisfy the definitions of the common commercial policy, and are thus a subject of it.

So far as the participation of foreign-controlled undertakings in intra-Community trade is concerned, such trade is governed by the Community's internal market rules and not by the rules of its common commercial policy. The national treatment rule concerns not only international trade, but also internal trade. Thus, the theory that article 113 would be applicable must be rejected.

In Opinion 1/76, the Court stated that the external competencies based on the Community's internal powers might be exercised, and thus become exclusive, without any internal legislation having first been adopted. However, that related to a situation where the conclusion of an international agreement was necessary in order to achieve Treaty objectives, which cannot be attained by the adoption of autonomous rules. It is doubtless that such is not the case here, as this international agreement cannot be considered as “necessary”.

The principles set out in Opinion 1/76 are not applicable here, therefore the Court necessarily had to determine whether the matters covered by the Third Decision were already the subject of internal legislation.

Such internal legislation would have to contain provisions on the treatment to be accorded to foreign-controlled undertakings, or empowering
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the institutions to negotiate with non-member countries, or effecting complete harmonisation of the rules governing the right affected. It follows from the case law of the Court that in those circumstances the Community enjoys exclusive competence to enter into international obligations.\textsuperscript{131}

Although, in certain fields of activity to which the Third Decision relates, the Community has adopted measures capable of serving as a basis for an exclusive external competence, those measures do not cover all the activities to which the decision relates. From this follows that the Community is competent to participate in the Third Decision, but that its competence does not cover all the matters to which that decision relates. Therefore, the international action is to be shared with the Member States.

7.2.6 Opinion 2/94 \textsuperscript{132}

The European Convention on Human Rights (the ECHR) was drafted in 1950 by most of the non-communistic countries in Europe. A number of supplements have been added through out the years. After the changes in Eastern Europe, some of the former socialist States joined the convention.

A request for an opinion was put to the Court concerning the accession by the Community to the ECHR. The Opinion concerned two questions, whether the Community was competent to enter the convention and whether the convention could be compatible with the EC-treaty.

The Court first announced that it did not enjoy the competence to give its opinion on the question whether the accession of the Community would be compatible with the provisions in the Treaty.

The Court referred to the principle of the attribution of powers, set out in article 3b of the EC Treaty (now Article 5 EC), which states that the Community can only act within the limits of the powers that have been conferred upon it in the Treaty. In the Treaty there are not any express provisions giving the Community the authority to enact rules on human rights issues or any provisions giving it the right to act internationally within this field. In accordance with the principle of attribution of powers, it could not be possible to engage the Community in an international convention for which its objectives are not designed. It should be born in mind that specific attribution is necessary both for international action and for internal action.\textsuperscript{133}

By stating that there are no internal rules that could give the Community external competence, the Court refers implicitly to the ERTA-principle. First, the Court admitted that there are no express external provisions, before examining and coming to the conclusion that there are no internal provisions either, that could have been read in conjunction with article 210 (now article 281 EC), and thus could create an external competence.

After having examined the lack of powers, the Court made reference to article 235 of the EC Treaty (now Article 308 EC), to analyse if that article

\textsuperscript{131} See, in particular, Opinion 2/91 and Opinion 1/94
\textsuperscript{133} Supra
could serve as a legal basis for accession of the Community. That article, which can be seen as a sort of “way out” for the Community when no Treaty provisions are applicable, has the purpose to serve as a part of the institutional system of conferred powers. However, that article cannot, the Court states, serve to give the Community new spheres in which it can act, when it does not have the competencies to do so. Having established this, the Court estimated that the Community could not enter the convention without going beyond article 235 of the EC Treaty (now Article 308 EC).

7.2.7 The Status of the European Convention on Human Rights in Community law

The importance of human rights has repeatedly been emphasised by different Member States and institutions of the Community. To be lawful, a Community act must respect human rights. In accordance with opinion 2/94, the Community is not a member of the convention, however all the Member States of the Community are.

An important case as to the status of the convention in Community law is case 11/70, where the Court held that the respect of human rights “forms an integral part of the general principles of law protected by the Court of justice. The sources of those rights derives from the constitutional traditions of the Member States and the international treaties for the protection of human rights on which the Member States have collaborated or of which they are signatories.”

The Court does not deny that the importance of human rights within the Community, however, an accession to the ECHR would signify a substantial change for the institutions of the Community. In particular since, by signing the convention, the Community would accept and subordinate itself under a new international institutional system.

In the preamble of the Single European Act of 1986, respect for fundamental rights are expressly referred to.

Moreover, the Treaty on the European Union seems to repeat the important principles set out in the above mentioned cases. Article F (now article 6) states that:

“1. The Union shall respect the national identities of its Member States, whose systems of government are founded on the principles of democracy.
2. The Union shall respect fundamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms signed in Rome on 4 November 1950 and as they result from the constitutional traditions common to the Member States, as general principles of Community law.
3. The Union shall provide itself with the means necessary to attain its objectives and carry through its policies.”

---

135 Case 11/70, Internationale Handelsgesellschaft mbH v Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle für Getreide und Futtermittel
Thus, there is no doubt that the ECHR enjoys a status in the Community, although not having the Community as a member.
8 The development of mixed agreements

8.1 General definitions

The development of mixed agreements can be seen as a consequence of the uncertain status of the Community. The Community has got the authority to act internationally, albeit within certain limits and respecting that the Member States are still sovereign states with much of their international competencies kept, thus, agreements of a “mixed” nature occur on a regular basis.

No matter how they arise, there is a need for Member States and the Community to co-operate. The competencies are shared, or “mixed”, and that is why the agreement resulting from such competencies is called a “mixed agreement”, namely because it is both the Member State and the Community that participates in negotiations and adopting the agreement.

There has been such a constant use of this phenomenon, that the mixed agreements constitute an established part of Community law.

The mixed agreement presents a theoretical complex legal arrangement and the concept has been a subject for many theoretical discussions. Whether the problems they present are merely of a theoretical character or a practical is disputed. Nevertheless, they form a regular and important part of the Community’s external relations and even though presenting theoretical difficulties, the carrying out of them has been rather successful and uncomplicated.

8.2 How mixed agreements arise

Mixed agreements can occur in a number of different situations. International agreements often regulate many topics, some of which the Member States might have competence, and some areas where the Community enjoy competence. There might also arise agreements in matters where the Community and the Member States share competence, as for example matters where the competence of the Community is not exclusive.

The Community might enjoy an exclusive competence on the matter covered by the agreement, but the organisation creating that agreement demands that every organisation that is a member of the convention must have an active participation of its member states. That is not the same arrangement as a mixed agreement, but more to be considered as an exercising of the Community’s competence through the Member States.

136 Rosas, Allan “Mixed Union, Mixed Agreements”,
137 Macleod, etc. p. 144.
138 See Rosas, Allan “Mixed Union- Mixed agreements” etc.
Generally, all Member States participate when there is an agreement covering a topic where competence is shared. However, nothing prevents only some of the Member States from participating when an agreement only relates to issues concerning one or more Member States.\footnote{Opinion 1/76, on the Inland Waterway vessels was an international agreement that only concerned six of the Member States.}

### 8.3 Mixed procedure and the duty of co-operation

The Court has recognised what is called a "mixed procedure", when competencies are shared. The Member States could negotiate and conclude the part of the agreement that covers objectives where they enjoy competence, and likewise, the Community’s institutions could negotiate and conclude part of the agreement falling within their competence. However, it is of great importance that the Community and the Member States represent a unity in their international relations. This is necessary partly for the international recognition of the Community, partly as a consequence of article 5 of the EC Treaty (now article 10), which sets out a demand of loyalty from the Member States towards the Community as one of the fundamental principles in Community law. That is why the Court has emphasised the importance of a common action when entering into international commitments.\footnote{See below, Opinion 1/78.} The demand for close co-operation applies when negotiating, concluding and implementing mixed agreements.\footnote{Macleod, etc. s. 147.}

The duty of representing a unity and to co-operate has become one of the fundamental principles in the external relations of the Community and this requirement cannot be excessively stressed.

### 8.4 Opinion 1/78 on the Rubber laying-up fund\footnote{Opinion 1/78 on the International Agreement on Natural Rubber, 4 October 1979. ECR 2871.}

#### 8.4.1 Background

In accordance with negotiations within the framework of a UN organisation, an agreement on prices of natural rubber (the aim being to keep prices of natural rubber on a reasonable level by creating a “rubber stock”), was to be adopted.\footnote{The agreement on natural rubber, subject of negotiations in the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).}

A request for an opinion was made to the Court. The opinion concerned two main issues, whether or not the agreement was compatible with Community law, and if the first were to be replied affirmatively, whether the
Community would have an exclusive competence to conclude the agreement.

With this case, the Court emphasised for the first time, in the context of mixed agreements, the importance and duty of co-operation between the institutions of the Community and the Member States. It is this duty of co-operation and the question of exclusive or shared competence that is of a specific interest for this essay.

Whether or not the Community enjoyed the competence to conclude the agreement was never questioned, since the agreement was covered by the common commercial policy set out in article 113 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 133 EC) where the Community enjoys an express external competence, that is also exclusive.

The Commission claimed that the topic of the agreement was, in all senses, covered by the common commercial policy and, as a consequence of that, the Community should have the exclusive competence to negotiate and conclude the agreement.

The Council, on the other hand, considered that, since the subject of the agreement would partly fall outside the definitions of a common commercial policy, the agreement should be negotiated and concluded by both the Community and the Member States.

An arrangement had already been made beforehand if questions on the competencies would arise. According to that arrangement, the Community would implement measures falling within its competence, the Member States would implement measures falling within their competence, and the Council would arrange for co-ordination of the actions of each.\textsuperscript{144}

### 8.4.2 Opinion of the Court

The Court confirmed the Commission's statement, that the installation of a natural rubber stock as such, was covered by the definitions of the common commercial policy. However, when the question was brought before the Court, negotiations on the agreement were yet not brought to an end. It had not been decided if it was the Member States or the Community that would be responsible for the financial burden.

The financing of this project was, the Court stated, an essential feature of the scheme for regulating the market. Having not yet decided whether it was the Member States or the Community that should be responsible for the financing, the Court could not decide whether the Community enjoyed an exclusive competence or not.\textsuperscript{145}

If the Member States were responsible for financing the project, there could not be an exclusion of them either from negotiations, or from conclusion of the agreement. Thus the financing of the stock would decide whether it would be a matter exclusively for the Community, or a mixed agreement. Since that question was yet not answered, the Member States could not be excluded from negotiations.

\textsuperscript{144} Opinion 1/78 on the International Agreement on Natural Rubber. Para 34

\textsuperscript{145} Supra
Thus, despite the fact that an agreement falls within the scope of article 113 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, Article 133EC), an article that expressly recognises the exclusive competence of the Community, that does not in itself exclude the possibility of a shared competence. This might be so, even if the subject matter falls completely within the definitions of that article.

8.5 The duty of co-operation as a fundamental principle in Community law: later Case-law

Most agreements entered by the Community on the international level, concern subjects where the Community and the Member States share competence. When there are shared competencies between the Community and the Member States, no matter how those shared competencies arise, there is a strong demand for a well working co-operation, and a unit representation in the relations with third countries and international organisations.

The Court has repeatedly recalled the important principle of co-operation and a requirement of a unit representation in the international representation of the Community. The Community institutions and the Member States must take all necessary steps to ensure the best possible co-operation in that regard.

This co-operation might cause difficulties, as to the time of implementing an international agreement. In practice, the Community concludes a mixed agreement only after all the Member States have ratified it. Member States might be slow in the process ratification and as a consequence thereof, it may take years before the agreement enters into force, causing not only problems for the Community but also for the third parties.

8.5.1 The FAO fisheries agreement

8.5.1.1 Background

In case 25/94, the Court had to consider whether it was the Community or the Member States that were to vote in the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (here after called the Organisation, FAO). The FAO had approved the Community as a member, alongside its Member States.

---

146 Opinion 1/78, paragraphs 34 to 36, Opinion 2/91, paragraph 36, and Opinion 1/94, paragraph 108.
147 Case 25/94, Commission of the European Communities v Council of the European Union, para 46, below. See also Opinion 2/91, 19 March 1993, paragraph 38, above.
148 An illustrating example being the agreement on customs union and co-operation with San Marino, taking more than five years from the first ratification until the last, see further: Allan Rosas, “Mixed Union, Mixed Agreements”,
As an agreement concerning measures in fishing was to be adopted, the question arose who was competent to vote, the Member States individually or the Community in the place of the Member States.

The General Rules of the FAO contained a system of alternative exercise between the Member Organisation and its own Member States, giving both the right to act within areas that belonged to them, and in case of a shared competence, the process to adopt a measure in unity.

For the purpose of achieving a well working co-operation, the Community and the Member States set out an arrangement, stating that in the case of mixed competencies the aim was to achieve a common position by consensus. In areas for which the Community had exclusive competence, the Community voted. Likewise, the Member States were to vote in areas where they were found to enjoy an exclusive competence.

Instead of taking into consideration the character of the agreement, the COREPER decided, in accordance with the above-mentioned arrangement that the Member States should vote. The Commission contested this on the ground that the Community enjoys an exclusive competence in all matters concerning fisheries, particularly on agreements aimed at protecting fishing grounds and conserving the biological resources of the sea. This agreement related to measures in fishing, and therefore, the Commission stated, the Community could not be excluded from the adoption of the agreement.

The Commission proposed to the Council that the shared-competence formula should be used for the adoption of the agreement. It nonetheless proposed a vote by the Community, since the thrust of the agreement fell within the area of conservation and management of fishery resources, for which the Community had competence.\[150\]

8.5.1.2 Judgement of the Court

The Court made reference to the Kramer case,\[151\] confirming that the Community enjoys the internal competence to take any measure for the conservation of the biological resources of the sea, and that it has the authority to act internationally to achieve that objective.\[152\]

The Court emphasised the importance of a close co-operation. Since the subject matter of the agreement fell partly within the competence of the Community and partly within that of its Member States, it was essential to ensure a close co-operation between the Member States and the Community. This demand of co-operation applies both in the process of negotiation and conclusion and in the fulfilment of the commitments entered into.

8.5.2 Opinion 2/2000\[153\]

In this recent case, the Court once more brought up the importance of a close co-operation between the Member States and the Community in the

\[151\] Joined Cases 3-4,6/76, Kramer and Others, see chapter 7.2.1. above.
\[152\] Case 25/94, Commission of the European Communities v Council of the European Union, para 41-42.
event of mixed competencies. The Court recalled that the fact that mixed competencies might lead to difficulties cannot in itself serve as a basis for recognising an exclusive competence for the Community.

A request for an opinion was made due to an adoption of a protocol within the framework of the international convention on biological diversity (hereinafter “the Convention”). The Convention was signed by both the Community and the Member States in 1992 within the framework of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, “the Earth Summit”. The adoption of the Convention was made on the basis of article 175 EC (Earlier, article 130 s of the EC Treaty).

Like in the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation, the Convention set out provisions concerning how competencies were to be exercised between Member States and the Community.

Within the framework of the organisation, an adoption was to be made of a protocol on bio-safety (the Protocol), specifically focusing on transboundary movement of any living organism.

8.5.2.1 Background

8.5.2.1.1 The Commission

The Commission considered that article 133 EC (former article 113 of the EC Treaty) would constitute an appropriate legal basis on which adoption of the agreement should be made. The Community enjoys an exclusive external competence on matters covering the common commercial policy, and, by admitting a conclusion on that basis, difficulties connected with the exercise of mixed competencies could be avoided.

If the Court should not accept such a solution, the Commission suggested, as an alternative, that the legal basis should be article 133, read in conjunction with article 174 EC (former article 130r of the EC Treaty). The Commission requested the Court for an opinion on two questions:

(1) Do Articles 133 and 174(4), in conjunction with the relevant provisions of Article 300 of the EC Treaty, constitute the appropriate legal basis for the act concluding the protocol, on behalf of the European Community?

(2) If the reply to the first question is in the affirmative, are the powers that the Member States retain in matters of environmental protection - and which might justify their participation in the protocol - residual powers in relation to the preponderant competence held by the Community to enter into international commitments regarding the matters dealt with by the Protocol?

The Commission considered that even though the Protocol contains provisions, which are covered by the environmental policy, it essentially falls within the definitions of the common commercial policy. Since the Court repeatedly has given the common commercial policy a broad interpretation, it is reasonable to consider that a protocol, although having objectives with no primarily commercial aims, does not in itself exclude the Community to act on an exclusive basis under article 133 of the Treaty.

---

154 See case 25/94, Commission of the European Communities v Council of the European Union, chapter 8.5.1, above.
155 Opinion 1/78 on the International Agreement on Natural
If the Court considers that an adoption of the protocol is impossible only under article 133, the Commission considers that in so far as the protocol concerns environmental protection, the Community’s competence is preponderant in relation to the powers of the Member States. Thus, the Community alone should conclude those parts of the protocol under article 174 EC.

The Commission further bases its argument on article 6 EC, which states that environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definitions and implementations of the policies, and activities referred to in article 3 EC. There has been a consistent practice on integrating non-commercial concerns into the Community’s economic and commercial policy. The Commission recalls that non-commercial considerations have been recognised and integrated in the WTO, on which the Court has recognised the Community’s exclusive competence under article 133 EC (former article 113 of the EC Treaty).\(^{156}\)

The Court has in earlier cases held that article 133 EC has been an appropriate legal basis for adoption of agreements relating to international trade in goods, that is, irrespective of the correct legal basis for that adoption giving effects to such commitments. For example, internal measures adopted after international commitments entered into under article 113 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, article 133 EC) concerning agriculture are based on article 43 of the EC Treaty (now after amendment article 37 EC).\(^{157}\)

In conclusion, the Commission requests the Court to give affirmative answers to both questions asked by it.

### 8.5.2.1.2 The Member States and the Council

Several Member States\(^{158}\) and the Council participated with written observations. Since the observations from the Council and Member States were rather of the same content, they will be explained together.

The Member States and the Council consider that the principal objective of the protocol is of an environmental character and not commercial, which excludes the possibility for using article 133 EC as a legal basis. The French government recalls that recourse to article 133 EC should only be made if the agreement relates inseparably to environmental objectives and promotion of international trade, which is not the case here.

The Member States and the Council points out that when deciding the legal basis for adoption of an international instrument, consideration should be taken to objective factors such as the aim and content of the measure. The fact that an environmental agreement possesses certain commercial elements does not in itself transform that agreement into a commercial one.

The Italian government recalls the principles set out in the Vienna Convention of 1969 on the Law of Treaties. If applying that convention, the protocol is to be considered as an environmental protocol, and shall thus be

---

\(^{156}\) Opinion 1/94 on the WTO agreement.  
\(^{157}\) Supra, paragraph 29  
\(^{158}\) More precisely, the Danish, Greek, Italian, United Kingdom, Spanish, French and Austrian governments submitted their opinions.
adopted on articles referring to environmental provisions. As the Greek government points out, the agreement would have been adopted within the framework of the WTO and not within this convention, were its aim commercial. The Austrian government considers that the Commission’s reference to the GATT agreement is irrelevant. The GATT agreement is clearly a trade agreement and the environmental provisions set out under that agreement are only derogating provisions.

The Member States and the Council recognises that the Court has given the term common commercial policy a rather wide field of application in its case law. However, that has been done when agreements have concerned issues intended to promote or facilitate trade and does not justify adoption of international agreements, whose objectives are environmental, just because they affect trade.

The Member States and the council reject the idea that the Community’s competence within the field of environment is of a preponderant character. Such a statement would undermine the well-established practice of mixed competencies, which is of a great importance when exercising the division of powers between the Community and the Member States. The United Kingdom government points out that, according to the principles set out in the ERTA judgement “in foro interno, in foro externo”159 it is impossible to establish preponderant, let alone exclusive, Community competence to conclude the Protocol.

Moreover, the Member States and the Council emphasises that difficulties in adopting a measure cannot in itself create an exclusive competence for the Community. That is not only an incorrect way of applying Community law, but would also, as a consequence, cause exclusive Community competence for all actions based on Treaty provisions.

Both articles 174 and 175 EC concern action by the Community relating to the environment. However, unlike the Commission, most Member States and the Council consider that the protocol should be adopted on article 175 EC alone. Article 174 only establishes the objectives and principles of the Community’s environmental policy, but does not create any competence of its own. Further on, the competencies are shared, and thus the protocol will constitute a mixed agreement.

8.5.2.1.3 The Parliament

The Parliament makes reference to the Vienna Convention, article 31. When deciding the legal basis for the protocol, consideration shall be taken to the convention under which the protocol is adopted. That convention was adopted under article 175, which is an incitement that the protocol also should be adopted under that provision.

The Parliament recalls the case law of the Court, and that the scope of the common commercial policy is restricted by “the overall scheme of the Treaty, and in particular by the existence of more specific provisions governing the Community’s powers in other areas”.160 It is apparent that the protocol relates specifically to environmental protection and not

159 Case 22/70, Commission v Council (ERTA), 22 October 1971, ECR 263.
160 Opinion 1/94 on the WTO agreement 15 November, para 42
international trade. Thus adopting the measure on article 175 does not deprive article 133 from its substance.

Like the Member States, the Parliament emphasises that although difficulties can arise relating to the division of competence, that cannot have any influence on the choice of legal basis.

However, as a difference from the Member States, the parliament states that in so far as the Protocol's effects on international trade go beyond the scope of Article 175(1) EC, it would be appropriate to add a reference to Article 133 EC.

8.5.2.2 The judgement

The Court starts its judgement by emphasising that when an agreement falls partly within the competence of the Member States and of the Community, it is of great importance that the co-operation between the Community and its Member States is working well.

It is settled case law that the choice of legal basis for adopting a measure does not follow from its author's conviction alone. On the contrary, such choice must be based on objective factors such as the aim and the content of the measure.161 If a measure should contain a twofold purpose, and if one of them is identifiable as the main or predominant one, the measure must be founded on a single legal basis, namely that required by the main purpose. On the other hand, if the purposes in the agreement are inseparably linked without one being secondary and indirect in relation to the other, the measure may be founded on the corresponding legal bases.

The basic principles on interpreting an international agreement are set up in the Vienna Convention on the law of treaties. Article 31 states that a treaty shall be interpreted in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.

The Convention behind the Protocol was concluded on the basis of article 175 EC, as an instrument falling within the field of environmental protection. The convention is a result of the United Nations conference on environment and development (UNCED) and its objectives are “the conservation of biological diversity.” Article 1 of the protocol refers to the Rio declaration on environment and development, and that it pursues an environmental objective, mentioning the precautionary principle, which is a fundamental principle of environmental protection, referred to in article 174 (2) EC.

The conclusion must be, regard being had to the aim, context and content of the protocol that its main purpose or component is the protection of biological diversity.

The Court does not deny that the common commercial policy has been given a broad interpretation. However, it is clear from the context, aim and content that the protocol is intended essentially to improve bio-safety and not to promote, facilitate or govern trade.

The Court recalls that difficulties associated with the implementation of mixed agreements cannot be accepted as relevant when selecting the legal basis for a Community measure.\textsuperscript{162}

Moreover, article 174 EC defines the objectives to be pursued in the context of environmental policy, while article 175 EC constitutes the legal basis on which Community measures are adopted, and thus constitutes the proper legal basis on which adoption of the protocol should be taken. Harmonisation is achieved at Community level on environmental policy, however since that only covers a small part of the field covered by the protocol, the competence should be shared between the Member States and the Community.\textsuperscript{163}

### 8.6 Consequences of mixed competencies

The most striking consequence of mixed competencies is, as the Court emphasised in the foregoing cases, the absolute demand to represent a unity towards the contracting parties.

#### 8.6.1 Case 316/91 Parliament v Council\textsuperscript{164}

The European Parliament brought an action for the annulment of a regulation made within the framework of development finance co-operation under the Fourth ACP-EEC Lomé Convention. This convention was concluded by the Community and its Member States of the one part and the ACP States of the other part. By the agreement, the Member States established a seventh European Development Fund (1990, hereinafter the "EDF").

Before considering the question of annulment, the Court had to examine two questions. Who had entered into a commitment vis-à-vis the ACP States? Was it for the Community or its Member States to perform the commitment entered into?

The answer to the first question would depend not only on the convention, but also on how the powers are distributed between the Community and its Member States in the relevant field. The answer to the second question was depending on how those powers were distributed.

As to the distribution of powers between the Community and its Member States in the field of development aid, which this convention concerned, the Court stated that the Community's competence in that field is not exclusive.\textsuperscript{165} The consequence of this is that the Member States are entitled to enter into commitments themselves vis-à-vis non-member States, either collectively or individually, or even jointly with the Community. The support for this conclusion can be found in article 130x of the EC Treaty (now Article 180 EC), which expressly demands the Community and its

\textsuperscript{162} Opinion 2/ 2000 para 41.
\textsuperscript{163} All in accordance with the principles set out in the ERTA case: Case 22/70, Commission v Council (ERTA) chapter 7.1.
\textsuperscript{165} Supra, para 26.
Member States to co-ordinate their policies, consult each other and to undertake joint action within the area of development aid.

Both the Community and the Member States concluded the disputed convention with the ACP States. Thus they are both jointly liable for the fulfilment of every obligation arising from the commitments belonging to the convention.

Since the competence is shared, the Member States are entitled to exercise their competence in the field. From this, the Court states, it follows that the answer on the second question should be that competence to implement the financial assistance (as was disputed here) is shared between the Community and its Member States.

8.7 Should mixed agreements be avoided?

Although frequently used, the number of judgements from the Court reveals that there are still unsolved problems as to the practice of the mixed agreements. Mixed agreements are inevitable in certain areas. Nevertheless, when found to exist, in comparison with areas where the Community enjoys an exclusive competence, it is not rare that the process of adopting measures works slowly. For a more efficient working, it might be desirable that the Community would adopt international agreements without the participation of the Member States.

Mixed agreements could be seen as a consequence of the legal status of the Community. According to the principle of attribution of powers, the Community only has those powers that have been conferred on it. The Community cannot act on a sole basis where it does not enjoy an exclusive competence, but must, as long as the Member States remain sovereign states, co-operate with those Member States. It is a fact that the Community is not a super state. As long as the Community remains an international organisation and the Member States remain sovereign states, there will not be an acceptance for the Community to act alone where it does not enjoy the competence, not from the Member States or from third parties contracting with the Community.

Most international agreements adopted today cover a wide range of topics, and although the competence of the Community is large, it is almost impossible that the entire agreement will fall within the scope of the Community’s exclusive competence.

If mixed agreements could be avoided, that would have to be through co-operation with the Member States, ceding their competencies. Seeing that Member States have often been unwilling to do so, it might be unreasonable, if not impossible, to avoid mixed agreements as such. Although theoretically possible\(^{166}\) it might be practically difficult, seeing the struggle of power between Member States and the Community frequently present in practice.

\(^{166}\) An interesting discussion in the essay by Allan Rosas, "Mixed Union, Mixed Agreements".
9 Going from exclusive to shared competence, how the theory of implied powers has changed

To understand the development of the theory of implied powers, a careful examination of the Court’s case law has been made in the previous chapters. However, as those chapters cover many cases and even more explanations on subjects which might be of secondary importance, a brief summary is suitable before further examining the subject.

9.1 The theory of implied powers

The most remarkable issue about the development of the implied powers is the development of the consequences, i.e. the conditions under which they result in an exclusive competence or not. This will be examined in the chapter below.

It might be inappropriate to say that the implied powers in themselves have developed, however this chapter will show how this theory has been modified.

9.1.1 The ERTA case \(^{167}\)

This was the first judgement where the Court recognised the implied external competencies of the Community. The Court used an interpretation focusing on the aim behind the Treaty rather than a literal approach of the provisions. The conclusion was that the Community did enjoy an external competence, based on a conjunct reading of article 210 of the EC Treaty (now Article 281 EC), providing that “The Community shall have a legal personality”, and the general provisions set out in the Treaty, chapter one. Thus, wherever the Community, according to Treaty provisions, enjoys the authority to regulate certain issues on the internal level, it also enjoys an external competence to do so.

Moreover, the Court did not only limit this right to the express Treaty provisions, but the whole scheme of the Treaty could underlie and result in an external competence of the Community. Thus measures adopted by the Community within the treaty’s internal sphere can serve as a basis for the Community’s authority to enter into international commitments.

---

\(^{167}\) Case 22/70, Commission v Council (ERTA).
9.1.2 The Kramer Case

Even though the importance of this case lays in the changes it made to the exclusive implied powers, it warrants a mention in this chapter, since it was the first time that the Court used the theory of implied powers, after having introduced them in the ERTA case.

There were no express Treaty provisions authorising the Community to act. Nevertheless, the Community could, on the basis of the implied powers, find a legal ground on which it could act internationally. By doing so, the Court affirmed that the theory of the implied powers was now a principle of Community law.

9.1.3 Opinion 1/76

The importance of this case is that the Court affirms that external implied powers do not only arise where there has been an internal adoption of provisions. External competencies can arise even where the corresponding internal competence had not yet been used. Thus the Community can act internationally, albeit not having adopted internal measures yet. This could lead to an exclusive action from the Community each time that the international action is necessary for achieving the objectives set out in the Treaty.

This is even more the case when, as it was here, the regulation could not be made without the participation of a third country.

9.2 Development of the implied powers, from exclusive to shared

9.2.1 The ERTA case

In the famous ERTA case, where the Court for the first time explained the "new" competencies of the Community, those competencies were exclusive in a quite broad aspect. By drawing the conclusion that article 210 of the EC Treaty should be read in conjunction with the objectives set out in part one of the Treaty (of which transport is one) the Court judged that the Community had the competence to act internationally.

However, the Court took a quite radical standpoint when it stated that the Community, by acting upon its competencies, would receive an exclusive competence, depriving the Member States from their powers to act. Thus each time that the Community "with a view to implementing a common policy" would adopt provisions, the Member States would no longer have the right to undertake any obligations, which could affect those rules.

---
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9.2.2 The Kramer Case ¹⁷¹

Being the first case after which the Court had stated the important theory of implied powers, this case immediately changed some of the consequences from the ERTA-case.

The Court confirms the theories of the implied powers, but continues by stating that as long as the Community has not yet entered into international agreement that it is competent to enter, the Member states are free to engage themselves in international relations. The only condition is that those engagements are compatible with Community law.

Although that power is only of a transitional character, it was somewhat recognised that the Member States still remained competent. When and if the Community would carry out actions, the Member States had an obligation to use all measures to ensure the participation of the Community in agreements that would affect the Community action.

9.2.3 Opinion 1/78 ¹⁷²

The international agreement concerned the installation of a “rubber stock”, something that was undoubtedly within the definitions of a common commercial policy, set out in article 113 of the EC Treaty (now, after amendment, article 133 EC). International commitments entered within the common commercial policy fall within the exclusive competence of the Community.

Nevertheless, the Court stated that since the financing question was not solved and was of such importance, the agreement should be negotiated, and concluded on a shared basis. Thus, it seems like even within areas where the Community expressly enjoys an exclusive competence, those provisions in themselves are still not enough to, under all circumstances, give it that exclusive competence. This might be so, even if the subject matter of the agreement falls completely within the definitions of that article.

9.2.4 Opinion 2/91 ¹⁷³

The opinion was made owing to question on competencies for the Community to participate in the international labour organisation. In accordance with the ERTA-principle, the Court considered that the Community enjoyed competence since the social provisions constitute one of the internal objectives of the Community. ¹⁷⁴

When examining the possibilities for that competence to be exclusive, however, the Community stated the important principle that regard must be had to the ways in which the Community legislates issues on the subject in the internal sphere.

¹⁷¹ Joined Cases 3, 4 & 6/76, Kramer, 14 July 1976, ECR. 1279
¹⁷² Opinion 1/78 on the International Agreement on Natural Rubber, 4 October 1979. ECR 2871.
¹⁷³ Opinion 2/91, on the Convention No 170 of the international Labour Organisation, 19 March 1993, ECR I-1061
¹⁷⁴ Set out in case 22/70, Commission v Council (ERTA), 31 March 1971, ECR 263
Since the Community consistently has regulated social provisions with minimum measures, leaving the choice to the Member States to decide the appropriate level on provisions, an exclusive external competence was excluded. When adopting measures on the internal level in a way that can be considered as not exclusive, an external exclusive competence is as such impossible.

From this, the conclusion can be drawn that the Community will have to share their external competencies with its Member States in a number of areas, since minimum measures are of regular use within many fields.

9.2.5 Opinion 1/94

This opinion concerned provisions introducing the right of establishment and on freedom to provide services in accordance with the WTO agreement and is another case that has decreased the area of the Community’s exclusive external competence.

Instead of accepting the idea proposed by the Commission, that the Community should act alone in order to establish the Community as a credible actor in international law, the Court emphasised that problems arising as a consequence of a non-uniform representation of the Community and its Member States internationally, can never serve as an argument to recognise the exclusive competence of the Community.

The Court then stated that even though the Community enjoys an exclusive competence within certain fields, such is not the case when an international action is not “necessary for the attainment of some internal Community objective”. Although provisions concerning the right of establishment as such find specific internal market objectives, this agreement included the establishment of nationals from non-member states. Therefore, there could not be an exclusive competence of the Community.

This opinion has modified opinion 1/76 in the following way: first, it is to determine whether there is an internal provision on which the Community may act. Secondly, to see whether the external action in question could contribute to achieve the objective set out in the internal provisions. If that is the case, there can be an implied power for the Community to act, and such action can become exclusive.

9.2.6 Opinion 2/92

This opinion made it clear that external competence can only be exclusive when the participation of a third State in a particular situation is necessary to enable the Community to fulfil its objectives. The importance of this opinion is not that it developed the consequences of the implied powers, but that it confirms the statements set out in opinion 1/76 and opinion 1/94.

---

175 Opinion 1/94, on the WTO agreement, 14 November 1994, ECR I-5267.
176 Supra.
177 See also Opinion 1/76 (Re the Draft agreement for the laying up Fund for Inland Waterway vessels) 26 April 1977, ECR 741.
178 Opinion 2/92, (Re OECD national Treatment Instrument), 19 March 1993, ECR I-521
9.2.7 Opinion 2/94

This opinion concerned the possibilities for the Community to sign of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Although not being of a great importance when reviewing the theory of implied powers and mixed competencies, the Court nevertheless repeated the principles set out in opinion 1/76. It did so by stating that the external competencies of the Community were not exclusive when and if the international action was not “necessary for the attainment of internal Community objectives”.

---

180 Opinion 1/76, (Re the Draft agreement for the laying up Fund for Inland Waterway vessels).
10 Exclusive competence - does it still exist?

The case law of the Court has developed and modified the external competencies of the Community. Mixed competencies, resulting in mixed agreements, are today more of a rule than an exception. In the ERTA case, the Court stated that when the Community was found to enjoy an external competence, that competence was exclusive. 181 By later case law, that statement has been modified. The question still remain, does the rule set out in the ERTA case apply under any conditions today? This chapter will not only line up examples of areas in which the Community still enjoys an exclusive competence, but also the consequences thereof.

In Opinion 2/91 the Court stated the following principle: ”The exclusive or non-exclusive nature of the Community’s competence does not flow solely from the provisions of the Treaty but may also depend on the scope of the measures which have been adopted by the Community institutions for the application of those provisions and which are of such a kind as to deprive the Member States of an area of competence which they were able to exercise previously on a transnational basis.”182 The importance was not only what the Treaty provisions state, but also how the Community uses those competencies to regulate the internal market.

What are the consequences of this and other statements made by the Court? Are there any rules to decide when the competence is exclusive for the Community?

Briefly, the exclusive competence of the Community can be summarised in four groups: Where Treaty provisions confer an exclusive competence, where measures have been adopted from Community institutions, where exclusivity can flow from an internal provision and where exclusivity results as a pure necessity.

10.1 Treaty provisions conferring an exclusive external competence

Certain Treaty articles conferring competence to the Community expressly state that the competence should be exclusive. In the EC Treaty, the express external provisions are of an exclusive character. Those provisions are the common commercial policy, fisheries and the articles on competition.

10.1.1 The Common Commercial Policy

The provisions for the common commercial policy are set out in article 113 the EC Treaty, (now, after amendment, article 133 EC). The Court

---

181 Case 22/70 Commission v Council (ERTA)
stated in the Opinion 1/75 that the policy envisaged in that article was created for the operation of the Common Market and the defence of the common interests of the Community. This conception behind the article made it impossible, according to the Court, for the Member States to act within the same sphere internationally. Moreover, the Court stated that: “The provisions of articles 113 (now, after amendment, Article 133 EC) and 114, concerning the conditions under which, according to the Treaty, agreements on commercial policy must be concluded show clearly that the exercise of concurrent powers by the Member States and the Community in this matter is impossible.”

However, in Opinion 1/78, the Court did, although the agreement was covered by the common commercial policy, state that a participation of the Member States was not excluded. It should also be born in mind that many international acts cover wide areas. Thus, there could be question of shared competencies on agreements that mainly are covered by the common commercial policy, simply because they also contain certain provisions which can not be considered to be covered by the Community’s exclusive competence.

10.1.2 Fisheries

The Court has drawn the same conclusion concerning fisheries as they did concerning the common commercial policy. This was made in the case Commission v UK. The Treaty gives the Community the competence to establish an agricultural policy. The internal legislation has been completely adopted, i.e. the legislation concerning fisheries has become a topic in which the Community provisions exclusively rule. It could hence be emphasised that the Community enjoys an exclusive competence on the internal level on this subject.

The Community enjoys an exclusive external competence as to measures relating to the conservation of the resources of the sea. This theory is being recalled in Case 25/94, where the Court states that: “It is settled law that … the Community has authority to enter into international commitments for the conservation of the resources of the sea” and “the Community stated that it had exclusive competence in all matters concerning fisheries which are aimed at protecting fishing grounds and conserving the biological resources of the sea.”

10.1.3 Competition

Regarding competition, the Community’s competence is probably exclusive. This is the case, at least as regards matters falling within

183 Opinion 1/75, 11 November 1975, ECR 1355
184 Supra
185 Opinion 1/78, on the International Agreement on Natural Rubber. 4 October 1979, ECR 2871
186 Case 804/79, Commission v UK.
188 Macleod, etc. p. 57.
articles 85 to 90 EC (now articles 81-86 EC) relating to the exclusive regulatory powers of the Community in these matters.

10.2 Measures adopted by the Community institutions

The ERTA principle, conferring to the Community an exclusive external competence in a very broad sense, has been discussed, and later modified by case law.\textsuperscript{189} The idea behind the principle was that the Community law would be seriously threatened if the Member States could enter into international agreements and thus undermine the rules by the Community.

The idea behind the principle, that when and where the Community enjoys competence, that competence is exclusive, can be seen as another expression for the supremacy of Community law.\textsuperscript{190} Thus wherever internal Community law exists, Member States will be affected by that legislation even in their ability to enter international agreements. As has already been emphasised, that idea is no longer convincing. Nevertheless, to some extent, measures adopted by Community institutions can result in exclusivity of the Community.

If the Community, internally, completely has regulated an objective, so that there is no possibility for the Member States to take legislative action, the Community also has an exclusive external competence. This is how the fisheries have become an exclusive competence for the Community. An external action from the Member States would, if realised, clearly be contrary to article 5 of the EC treaty (now article 10 EC), which demands a loyalty from the Member States.

According to the Opinion 2/91 the Community might enjoy an exclusive competence even where legislative measures are not being exhaustive.\textsuperscript{191} This is so if Community legislation is covering the topic to a large extent, when the view is to achieve a larger degree of harmonisation.\textsuperscript{192} This principle is however to be read with precaution, since even if internal measures have been adopted, that does not exclude the possibility for the Member States to act as long as it is not contrary to Community law.

10.3 Exclusivity from an internal express provision

Many measures adopted by the Community (such as within the area of financial services) also confer the Community to enter international agreements.\textsuperscript{193} In Opinion 1/94, the Court stated that "Whenever the Community has included in its internal legislative acts provisions relating to the treatment of nationals non-member countries or expressly conferred on

\textsuperscript{189} See chapters above.
\textsuperscript{190} See: Macleod, etc. p. 58.
\textsuperscript{191} Opinion 2/91, on the Convention No 170 of the international Labour Organisation.
\textsuperscript{192} Supra, at para. 25.
\textsuperscript{193} Macleod, etc. p. 60.
its institutions powers to negotiate with non-member countries, it acquires exclusive external competence in the spheres covered by those acts”.194 This statement clearly recognises the theory that an internal Treaty provision can which confers competence on the Community can result in an exclusive external competence.

10.4 Exclusivity as a consequence of necessity

Even where internal legislation measures have yet not been adopted, there are still circumstances under which the Community can enjoy an exclusive competence. This consequence can be drawn from the Opinion 1/76.195 The Rhine and Mosel waterway-agreement could not have been possible to achieve without a third country’s (Switzerland’s) participation. Therefore, it was a necessity for an international agreement to be concluded. The Community seems to enjoy an exclusive competence to enter international agreements in situations where the objectives of the Treaty cannot be achieved by internal measures because a non-member State also has to be bound by the measures envisaged. If the only possible manner for the Community to act is by adopting an international measure, then the Community enjoys an exclusive competence to do so.

10.5 Consequences of an exclusive competence

The main consequence for the Member States when the Community enjoys an exclusive external competence is that they are forbidden to act, internally or externally in the areas covered by the exclusivity, in a way that it would undermine the action taken by the Community. In theory, the powers of the Member States have been transferred completely to the Community, and thus the States do lose some of their supremacy to the Community. An action from the Member States in areas where the Community enjoys exclusive external competence, would clearly be an action contrary to article 5 of the EC Treaty (now, article 10 EC), which demands loyalty from the Member States.

194 Opinion 1/94, on the WTO agreement, para. 95.
195 Opinion 1/76, (Re the Draft agreement for the laying up Fund for Inland Waterway vessels).
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